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2018%Greater%Greater%Washington%ANC%Candidate%Questionnaire%

Ward!4!Responses!
!

First%Name% Last%Name% ANC% ANC/SMD%
Douglass! Sloan! 4A! 4A01!
Stacey! Lincoln! 4A! 4A02!
Iris! Parks! 4A! 4A02!

Stephen! Whatley! 4A! 4A03!
Patience! Singleton! 4A! 4A04!
André! Carley! 4B! 4B01!
Evan! Yeats! 4B! 4B01!
Erin! Palmer! 4B! 4B02!
Tanya! Topolewski! 4B! 4B02!
Natalee! Snider! 4B! 4B06!
Geoff! Bromaghim! 4B! 4B07!

Alice!!W.! Gilmore! 4B! 4B07!
Alison! Brooks! 4B! 4B08!
James! Thomas! 4B! 4B08!
Tischa! Cockrell! 4B! 4B09!

Charlotte! Nugent! 4C! 4C01!
Ulysses! Campbell! 4C! 4C03!
Debbie! Matties! 4C! 4C05!
Benjamin! Underwood! 4C! 4C05!
Bennett! Hilley! 4C! 4C06!
Krieg! Rajaram! 4C! 4C07!
Kim! Varzi! 4C! 4C07!

Tinothy! Jones! 4C! 4C08!
Tearsa! Coates! 4C! 4C09!
Steven! Feingold! 4C! 4C09!
Jonah! Goodman! 4C! 4C10!
Renee! Bowser! 4D! 4D02!
Aaron! Polkey! 4D! 4D03!

Jonathan! Nobil! 4D! 4D06!
! !
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!
Name:&Charlotte(Nugent& & & ANC&and&Single&Member&District:&4C01&
!
!
%
What% is% your% stance% on% the% controversy% and% the% resulting% plans% for% the%Old%Hebrew%Home%
redevelopment?%
%
DC! in! general! and! our! neighborhood! in! particular! are! experiencing! a! housing! crisis! due! to! a!
limited! supply!of!affordably!priced! homes.!The! only!way! to! increase! this! supply!and!prevent!
displacement! of! our! longtime!neighbors! is! to! build!more! affordable! housing.! I!was! proud! to!
support!the!redevelopment!of!the!Old!Hebrew!Home!as!an!affordable!housing!development,!
voting!with! the! rest!of!ANC!4C! for! the!proposal!with! the!highest!number!of!affordable!units!
(80%,! or! about! 150! of! 187! total! units).! We! urgently! need! to! build! more! such! units! in! the!
Petworth`16th! Street! Heights! area! to! keep! residents! from! being! pushed! out! of! the!
neighborhood.!If!reelected!as!ANC,!I!will!continue!to!support!developments!such!as!these.!!
%
What%are%your%hopes%and/or%concerns%when%it%comes%to%safely%using%and%crossing%Grant%and%
Sherman%Circles?%
%
As!Grant!and!Sherman!Circles!are!not!in!my!Single!Member!District!(SMD)!4C01,!and!ANC!4C!as!
a!commission!has!not!been!asked!to!provide!input!on!how!to!improve!safety!at!these!circles,!I!
defer! to! my! ANC! colleagues! in! those! SMDs! and! the! opinions! of! residents! as! to! how! best!
improve!the!circles’!safety!and!design.!However,!in!general,!I!support!efforts!to!improve!transit!
in! 4C! that! increase! the! transit! options! available—including! biking,!walking! and! public! transit!
options—while!also! increasing! safety,! and! that!ensure! transit! is! accessible!and!welcoming! to!
people!of!all!ages,!races,!genders,!income!levels!and!backgrounds.!
%
How%will%you%work%to%ensure%our%public%spaces%are%safe,%clean%and%inviting,%and%how%will%you%
support%residents%most%at%risk%of%displacement%in%the%neighborhood?%
%
During!my!first!term!as!ANC!commissioner,!I!have!likely!spent!more!time!on!this!issue!than!any!
other,!addressing!issues!of!safety!and!cleanliness!that!affect!neighbors’!quality!of!life!and!well`
being.!I!have:!!`! Identified!vacant!properties:! Identified!over!10! properties! in!SMD!4C01!
alone! as! vacant,! leading!DCRA! to! begin! tax! enforcement! and! oversee! cleanliness,! as!well! as!
holding! them! accountable! for! the! large! unsightly! lot! across! from! Emery! Heights! Community!
Center!!`! Negotiated!settlement!agreements:!Secured!2!settlement!agreements!with!Imm!
Thai!restaurant!and!Lucky!Corner!Market,!which!are!enforced!through!their!liquor!licenses!and!
encourage!neighborly!behavior!by!the!businesses!!`!Encouraged! sanitation! enforcement:! Filed!
dozens!of!complaints!with!DPW!leading!to!fines!for!chronically!offending!property!owners,!and!
coordinated!rodent!abatement!by!DOH!for!local!residents!!`! Encouraged! construction!
enforcement:!Worked!with!residents!to!identify!and!begin!enforcement!on!3!instances!of!illegal!
construction,! and! held! 2!meetings!with! residents! and! developers! to! ensure! safe! and! orderly!
construction!sites!!I!will!continue!to!work!hard!to!ensure!our!neighborhood!is!a!clean!and!safe!
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place! to! live,! as! our! collective! thriving! as! a! community! starts! with! these! basics.! ! ! ! As! for!
protecting!neighbors! from!displacement,! the!best!way! to!do! this! is! to! increase! the! supply!of!
affordable!housing!in!our!neighborhood!and!across!DC.!Please!review!my!response!above!to!the!
question!about!the!Old!Hebrew!Home,!and!below!about!housing!affordability,!for!my!position!
on!increasing!affordable!housing.!
%
How%do%you%intend%to%build%community%between%new%and%longtime%residents,%who%might%be%
at%odds%concerning%changes%to%the%neighborhood?%
%
I!have!found!that!new!and!longtime!residents!of!our!neighborhood!often!have!similar!opinions!
on!neighborhood!development.!All!neighbors!want!to!live!in!a!neighborhood!with!a!high!quality!
of! life,!accessible!transit!options,!and!affordable!housing.!Even!new!residents!typically!do!not!
want!out`of`control!development,!skyrocketing!housing!prices,!or!the!displacement!of!longtime!
residents.! I! believe! the! ANC’s! primary! role! in! promoting! community! is! to! ensure! that!
information! is! shared! freely! and! frequently! with! neighbors,! and! that! their! concerns! are!
responded! to! promptly,! so! that! neighbors! have!access! to! the! information! they! need! to! take!
action!on!issues!important!to!them.!To!this!end,!I!have!built!an!email!list!of!over!100!residents!
in!my!SMD!to!keep!them!informed!of!neighborhood!news,!and!I!add!to!it!weekly.!I!have!held!
many!community!meetings!on!specific!topics,!hand`delivering!flyers!to!houses!before!each!one!
to!ensure!that!even!residents!not!on!my!email!list!are!informed.!I!ensure!that!all!my!flyers!are!
translated!into!Spanish!in!order!to!communicate!with!the!15`20%!of!SMD!residents!who!speak!
Spanish.!And!on!key!issues,!I!go!even!further,!such!as!co`organizing!the!Ward!4!Gun!Violence!
Summit! in! June! 2018,! bringing! together! over! 40! neighbors! to! discuss! how! to! address! gun!
violence!in!our!community.!If!reelected!as!ANC,!I!will!continue!to!go!the!extra!mile!to!ensure!
neighbors!are!informed,!and!to!use!my!platform!as!ANC!to!organize!events!to!give!neighbors!a!
chance!to!converse!on!key!topics,!thus!strengthening!our!community!ties.!
%
If%there%were%a%way%to%improve%bus%transit%or%bike%infrastructure%in%your%neighborhood,%but%it%
required%removing%onRstreet%parking,%how%would%you%approach%the%situation?%Give%a%specific%
example%if%possible.%
%
Our! neighborhood!needs! improved! transit! options! across! the! board.! As! commissioner,! I!was!
proud!to!be!part!of!a!group!of!local!leaders!who!lobbied!for!the!new!“59”!express!bus!on!14th!
Street,!bringing!a!new,!faster!and!affordable!form!of!transit!to!our!neighborhood.!!!!I!used!to!be!
a! bus! commuter! and! I! am! also! a! car! owner! who! parks! on! the! street,! so! I! understand! the!
challenge!of!providing!both!enough!parking!and!enough!bus!service!and!bike!transit.!Our!Single!
Member! District! (SMD)! 4C01! is! located! 1.6! miles! from! each! of! the! nearest! Metro! stations,!
making! bus,! bike! and! car! transit! all! very! important! to! us.! Bus! and! bike! transit! are! especially!
important!for!our!neighbors!who!cannot!afford!cars,!who!do!not!drive,!or!who!choose!to!live!a!
car`free!lifestyle.!!!!!If!reelected!as!ANC,!I!will!continue!to!support!solutions!that!do!not!pit!car!
drivers!and!transit!riders!against!each!other.!If!a!decision!to!support!or!oppose!a!specific!bus!or!
bike!measure!comes!before!me!(such!as!the!Longfellow!St.!bike!lane!that!DDOT!has!proposed!
but!not!yet!acted!upon),!I!will! listen!to!the!recommendations!of!neighbors!about!their!needs,!
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along!with!recommendations!of!experts! (such!as!DC!government!traffic!planners)!in!making!a!
decision.!
%
Where%would%you%like%to%see%new%bicycle%lanes,%sidewalks,%or%other%infrastructure%to%make%it%
safer% for% residents,% families,% and% seniors% to% walk% and% bike?%What% are% the% top% Vision% Zero%
priorities%for%your%community?%
%
Walking!and!biking!are!very!important!to!our!neighborhood’s!residents,!as!our!Single!Member!
District! (SMD)!4C01! is!1.6!miles! from! the!nearest!Metro! stations.!Additionally,! the!east`west!
streets!in!our!area!are!plagued!with!high`speed!commuter!traffic!as!drivers!navigate!the!major!
thoroughfares!of!16th!Street!and!Georgia!Avenue!and!use!our!neighborhood!as!a!shortcut.!!!!To!
address! these! challenges,! I! co`initiated! a! local! neighborhood! traffic! study! to! review! traffic!
safety! in! our! area! (along! with! Commissioner! Maria! Barry! of! SMD! 4C02).! The! study! led! to!
recommendations! for! improvements! at! several! intersections,! 5! of! which! are! on! track! to! be!
implemented! this! fall,! and! represent! “hot! spot”! areas! in! our! SMD!4C01!where! safety! issues!
need! to! be!addressed:! Ingraham!and!13th!St!NW;!Longfellow!and!13th!St!NW;!Madison!and!
13th!St!NW;!Madison!and!Colorado!Ave!NW;!and!Colorado!Ave,!Nicholson!St!and!13th!St!NW.!I!
also!supported!DDOT’s!recommendation!to!install!speed!bumps!on!the!1300!block!of!Jefferson!
St.!NW.!Finally,!I!support!the!recommendations!from!DDOT’s!2016!livability!study!of!our!area,!
including! the! proposal! to! place! a! bike! lane! on! Longfellow! St!NW.! ! ! ! ! As! for! Vision! Zero,! our!
neighborhood!has!one!of!the!top!5!most!dangerous!intersections!in!the!city—Kennedy!St!NW!
and!Georgia!Avenue.!DDOT!is!currently!working!on!a!plan!to!improve!safety!at!this!intersection!
as!part!of!the!larger!Kennedy!St!revitalization!project!and!has!released!some!recommendations!
for!how!to! improve!this!intersection.!I!strongly!support!efforts!to!make!the! intersection!safer!
and!more!transit`friendly,!and!if!reelected!as!ANC!would!work!closely!with!DDOT!to!implement!
these!recommendations.!
%
What%role%do%you%think%your%ANC%could%play% in%addressing%housing%affordability%challenges?%
How%can%your%neighborhood%contribute%its%fair%share%of%the%housing%our%growing%city%needs?%
%
We! know! that! many! new! residents! are! moving! to! 16th! Street! Heights! and! Petworth.! It! is!
exciting!that!so!many!people!want!to!call!our!neighborhood!home,!but!it!is!critical!that!we!build!
more!affordable!housing!to!accommodate!all!who!desire!to!live!here.!At!the!same!time,!nearby!
business! corridors! such!as!Georgia!Avenue,!upper!14th!Street,! and!Kennedy!St!NW!have!not!
seen!as!much!development,!and!businesses!on! these! streets!sometimes! struggle!to!gain!and!
keep! customers.! This! is! because! DC! has! not! focused! on! encouraging! development! in! the!
locations! where! it! is! most! needed.! Instead! of! waiting! for! condos! and! pop`ups! to! appear!
haphazardly,!we!should!proactively!encourage!development!–!including!affordable!housing!–!in!
corridors! like! these,!and! in!areas!where! zoning!already!allows! taller!buildings.! I!welcome! the!
chance!to!have!our!neighborhood!provide!our!share!of! local!affordable!housing!development!
by!encouraging! it! along! these!corridors.!Building!affordable!housing!development! is!not!only!
the!right!thing!to!do;!it!will!also!provide!more!customers!for!our!local!businesses!and!help!them!
succeed.!!
%
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What% is% the% biggest% controversy% in% your% neighborhood% not% already% listed% on% this%
questionnaire,%and%what%is%your%position%on%it?%
%
While! it! is! a! great! place! to! live,! our! neighborhood! experiences! far! too! much! violent! crime,!
including! homicides! and! shootings,! as! well! as! a! large! number! of! people! experiencing!
homelessness!and!drug!addiction.!As! commissioner,! I! co`organized! the!Ward!4!Gun!Violence!
Summit! in! June! 2018! with! several! other! community! leaders,! bringing! together! over! 40!
neighbors!to!discuss!how!to!address!gun!violence!in!our!community.!If!reelected!as!ANC,!I!will!
continue!to!advocate!to!address!the!root!causes!of!crime,!homelessness!and!substance!abuse,!
such! as! limited! access! to! jobs,! workforce! training,! and! substance! abuse/mental! health!
treatment!for!our!neighbors!in!crisis.!I!will!continue!to!encourage!our!leaders!to!move!beyond!
shortsighted! approaches! that! do! not! address! these! root! causes,! but! only! make! a! show! of!
cracking!down!on!crime!by!unjustly! targeting!youth!and!people!of! color!and! increasing! their!
involvement! in! the! criminal! justice! system.! I! am! optimistic! that! DC’s! new! Office! of!
Neighborhood! Safety! and! Engagement! (ONSE),! set! up!with! a! specific!mission! to! address! gun!
violence! with! a! proven,! research`based! public! health! approach,! will! help! us! address! these!
problems!in!our!community.!
%
Why%do%you% think%you%are% the%best%person% to% represent%your%SMD?%What’s%your%vision% for%
your%ANC%in%2%years?%
%
No!one!will!work!harder!than!I!to!represent!neighbors!in!our!SMD!4C01!and!across!ANC!4C.!As!a!
former! teacher,! nonprofit! worker! and! community! advocate,! I! am! a! relationship`builder!who!
respects!and!listens!to!all!people.!As!your!commissioner!for!2!years,!I!have!experience!bringing!
people!with!different!views!together! in!order!to!find!solutions!that!work!for!everyone.!And! I!
promise!to!continue!to!be!accessible:!I!will!be!easily!reachable!by!phone!and!email,!available!for!
meetings,!and!will!actively!seek! input!on! issues!facing!our!neighborhood.!Please!visit!my!web!
site!to!learn!more!about!me!at!CharlotteNugentforANC.com.!!! ! If!reelected!as!your!ANC,!I!will!
continue!to!work!over!the!next!2!years!to!address!the!priorities!outlined!at!my!web!site!and!
discussed!above,! including! increasing!our!access! to!affordable!housing!and!accessible! transit;!
addressing! the! root! causes!of! crime,!homelessness!and!drug!addiction;!maintaining!a!vibrant!
neighborhood!with!a!high!quality!of!life;!advocating!for!increased!equity,!quality!and!access!to!
neighborhood! educational! programs! and! services;! and! supporting! our! local! small! businesses!
and!entrepreneurs.!
%
Sometimes%community%members%advocate%for%a%position%that%is%in%their%narrow%interest,%but%
is%counter%to%broader%cityRwide%interests%and%is%highly%problematic%position%if%all%communities%
across%DC%were%to%act%that%way.%How%will%you%lead%in%such%a%situation?%Give%a%local%example%if%
possible.%
%
A!major!challenge!for!any!elected!official!is!balancing!the!needs!and!interests!of!individuals!with!
the!needs!of!the!district!as!a!whole.!An!example!of!this!in!our!neighborhood!was!the!decision!to!
make!the!1300!block!of!Emerson!St!NW!a!one`way!street!to!address!the!very!high!volume!of!
traffic!using!that!street!as!a!shortcut!during!peak!commuting!hours.!While!I!believe!this!solution!
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worked!for!this!situation,!it!is!obvious!to!anyone!who!considers!the!matter!that!one`way!streets!
cannot!be!the!solution!for!every!traffic!volume!problem,!or!we!would!have!a!neighborhood!of!
one`way!streets!that!would!be!very!difficult!for!everyone!to!navigate.!I!say!this!even!though!my!
own!block,!1200!Madison,!has!recorded!traffic!volumes!that!rival!those!of!1300!Emerson!and!
might!benefit!from!becoming!one`way!!Instead,!I!support!additional!approaches!to!addressing!
problems! of! traffic! volume! and! speeding,! several! of! which!will! soon! be! implemented! in! our!
neighborhood!as!the!result!of!the!neighborhood!traffic!study!I!initiated!(for!more!information,!
please!see!my!answer!above!on!improving!transit!infrastructure!in!our!neighborhood).!Overall,!
if!reelected!ANC,!I!will!continue!to!make!decisions!that!benefit!the!neighborhood!as!a!whole.
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!
Name:&Ulysses(Campbell& & & ANC&and&Single&Member&District:&4C03&
!
!
%
What% is% your% stance% on% the% controversy% and% the% resulting% plans% for% the%Old%Hebrew%Home%
redevelopment?%
%
ANCs! 4C! and! 1A!worked! extensively! on! this! issue.! ! You!may! be! aware! that! the!Old!Hebrew!
Home!had!been!vacant!for!almost!ten!years.!!Various!plans!for!redevelopment!of!the!site!have!
been! floating!about.! ! The!Spring!Flats!proposal! that!was!approved!by! 4C!and!1A! responsibly!
addresses!many!issues!of!concern!to!the!community!particularly!senior!and!affordable!housing.!!
The!SMD!rep! from!ANC!4C! (4C06)!worked!on! this! issue! in! cooperation!with! the!SMD!rep! for!
adjacent!ANC!1A!(1A07)!to!consult!the!surrounding!community!and!provide!an!opportunity!for!
their!input.!!I!believe!the!final!plan!will!benefit!the!neighborhood!and!it!has!my!support.!!!
%
What%are%your%hopes%and/or%concerns%when%it%comes%to%safely%using%and%crossing%Grant%and%
Sherman%Circles?%
%
My!hope! is! that!the!Buffered!Bike!Lane!and!Safety! Improvement!Plan! implemented!by!DDOT!
will!be!effective.!Navigating!traffic!circles!in!DC!is!a!challenge!particularly!for!drivers!unfamiliar!
with!the!patterns.!!I've!driven!through!Grant!Circle!and!have!been!generally!satisfied!with!the!
improvements.! ! The!most! important! element! here! is! that! pedestrians,! cyclists! and! vehicular!
traffic!all!be!able!to!safely!traverse!the!Circle.! !We'll!need!to!continue!to!monitor!the!overall!
effectiveness!of!the!work!and!notify!DDOT!should!revisions!to!the!improvements!be!required!to!
ensure!public!safety.!
%
How%will%you%work%to%ensure%our%public%spaces%are%safe,%clean%and%inviting,%and%how%will%you%
support%residents%most%at%risk%of%displacement%in%the%neighborhood?%
%
Residents! most! at! risk! of! displacement! may! be! best! served! by! public! officials! supporting!
responsible! development.! ! Additionally,! residents,! businesses! officials!must!work! together! to!
support!the!existing!community!dynamic!during!the!transition!brought!by!gentrification!as!the!
community!dynamic!evolves.!!Community!engagement!is!the!key!to!ensuring!that!public!spaces!
are!safe,!clean!and!inviting.!Officials!must!support!neighborhood/civic!associations,!block!clubs!
and! other! groups! that! foster! community! activism! and! involvement.! ! And! those! groups!must!
hold! agencies! such! as!DDOT! and! DPW! accountable! as! well! as! taking! action! directly! through!
volunteer!clean!up!programs!and!activities.!
%
How%do%you%intend%to%build%community%between%new%and%longtime%residents,%who%might%be%
at%odds%concerning%changes%to%the%neighborhood?%
%
This!is!a!question!that!everyone!in!areas!that!are!gentrifying!needs!to!consider.!!But!first,!they!
need!to!understand!why!it!is!important!to!build!such!community!bridges.!!I'm!unconvinced!that!
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new! residents!and! longtime! residents! recognize!the! importance!and!urgency!of! fostering! the!
goodwill! and! understanding! that! lead! to! harmonious! coexistence.! ! I'll! work! to! build! that!
community! by! first! establishing! that! it! is! in! the! best! interests! of! all! residents! to! do! so.!!
Afterwards!we!create!opportunities!for!interaction!and!understanding.!
%
If%there%were%a%way%to%improve%bus%transit%or%bike%infrastructure%in%your%neighborhood,%but%it%
required%removing%onRstreet%parking,%how%would%you%approach%the%situation?%Give%a%specific%
example%if%possible.%
%
The!residents!in!my!SMD!who!have!been!most!vocal!are!those!in!opposition!to!reduction!of!on`
street!parking.! !And,!given! the!nature!of! the! redevelopment! that! is! increasing!neighborhood!
density,!I'd!need!to!be!convinced!that!bus!transit!could!be!improved!somehow!by!removing!on`
street!parking.! ! Thus! far! I've!only! seen!proposals! that! improve!or! support!bike! infrastructure!
through!removal!of!street!parking.!!I!think!this!approach!could!work!more!effectively!in!areas!
that!are!more!commercial!rather!than!residential.!!
%
Where%would%you%like%to%see%new%bicycle%lanes,%sidewalks,%or%other%infrastructure%to%make%it%
safer% for% residents,% families,% and% seniors% to% walk% and% bike?%What% are% the% top% Vision% Zero%
priorities%for%your%community?%
%
Vision!Zero!is!an!initiative!that!has!not!been!explored!in!4C.!!However,!as!I've!become!aware!of!
it!I'm!going!to!perform!some!research!and!bring!the!matter!before!the!community.!
%
What%role%do%you%think%your%ANC%could%play% in%addressing%housing%affordability%challenges?%
How%can%your%neighborhood%contribute%its%fair%share%of%the%housing%our%growing%city%needs?%
%
What! is! needed! is! affordable! housing.! ! A! primary! concern! of! mine! is! that! what! constitutes!
affordable! housing! in! DC! isn't! necessarily! affordable! for!many! residents.! ! A! challenge! is! the!
availability!of!properties!that!can!be!developed!by!affordable!housing!advocates.! !Earlier!this!
year! I!was! in!communication!with!Housing!Up,!a!developer!of!affordable!housing.! !What!was!
expressed!to!me!was!a!frustration!that!their!organization!was!unable!to!secure!properties!for!
development!in!the!current!for`profit!climate.!!This!is!a!challenge!I!have!yet!to!devise!a!strategy!
to!address.!!Further!consultation!with!affordable!housing!experts!is!necessary.!
%
What% is% the% biggest% controversy% in% your% neighborhood% not% already% listed% on% this%
questionnaire,%and%what%is%your%position%on%it?%
%
This!SMD!is!historically!single! family!homes.! !Recently,!we've!seen!considerable!development!
that!has!converted!what!had!been!single!family!into!multi`unit!dwellings.!!I'm!generally!not!in!
favor!of!such!conversions.!
%
%
%
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Why%do%you% think%you%are% the%best%person% to% represent%your%SMD?%What’s%your%vision% for%
your%ANC%in%2%years?%
%
I! want! to! vigorously! represent! the! interests! of! my! constituents.! ! I! want! to! see! responsible!
residential!development.!!I!want!commercial!development!along!upper!14th!Street!NW!across!
from! the! bus! barn! and!Georgia!Avenue! that! serves! the! needs! of! the! community.! ! I!want! to!
promote!community!engagement!and!understanding.! ! I!want!the!residents!to!receive!the!full!
value!of!their!tax!dollars!in!services!and!facilities.!!!
%
Sometimes%community%members%advocate%for%a%position%that%is%in%their%narrow%interest,%but%
is%counter%to%broader%cityRwide%interests%and%is%highly%problematic%position%if%all%communities%
across%DC%were%to%act%that%way.%How%will%you%lead%in%such%a%situation?%Give%a%local%example%if%
possible.%
%
All! politics! are! ultimately! local.! ! And! a! familiar! refrain! is! residents! supporting! positions! that!
narrowly!benefit!their!communities.!!However,!I!think!that!each!situation!has!to!be!evaluated!
on! its! own.! ! There! isn't! any! single! approach! that! addresses! this! issue.! ! A! measured,! well`
considered!and!thoughtful!approach!that!takes!into!consideration!the!dynamics!of!the!specific!
situation! and! the! psychology! of! the! players! is! necessary! for! a! responsible! position! that,!
hopefully,! leads! to! a! broadly! beneficial! outcome! for! the! local! community! and! the! city.
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!
Name:&Debbie(Matties& & & ANC&and&Single&Member&District:&4C05&
!
%
%
What% is% your% stance% on% the% controversy% and% the% resulting% plans% for% the%Old%Hebrew%Home%
redevelopment?%
%
I! support!mixed`income! housing,! with! significant! set`asides! for! larger! low`income! units! that!
serve!families.!
%
What%are%your%hopes%and/or%concerns%when%it%comes%to%safely%using%and%crossing%Grant%and%
Sherman%Circles?%
%
I!live!quite!far!from!Grant!and!Sherman!Circles,!so!I!am!not!familiar!with!the!pedestrian!safety!
issues!there.! If!elected,! I! look!forward!to!hearing!more!about!the! issue!and!working!with!my!
fellow!Commissioners!to!address!it.!
%
How%will%you%work%to%ensure%our%public%spaces%are%safe,%clean%and%inviting,%and%how%will%you%
support%residents%most%at%risk%of%displacement%in%the%neighborhood?%
%
The!ANC!should!work!with!Councilmember!Todd!to!advocate!for!more!resources!to!renovate!
and!maintain!public!spaces,!such!as!the!new!community!Meditation!Park!at!13th!and!Quincy.!!!!!!!
It's!more!important!than!ever!to!have!a!strong!social!safety!net.!We!must!work!at!every!level!of!
government,!from!local!to!federal,!to!preserve!and!expand!existing!protections.!Homelessness!
results! from!a!web!of! related!economic!and! health! factors.!The!ANC!should!help! local! social!
service!agencies!to!identify!residents!in!our!community!who!are!at!risk!so!that!they!may!receive!
the!assistance!that!they!need.!
%
How%do%you%intend%to%build%community%between%new%and%longtime%residents,%who%might%be%
at%odds%concerning%changes%to%the%neighborhood?%
%
Since! I! moved! here! five! years! ago,! I! have! found! long`time! residents! to! be! friendly! and!
welcoming.! While! residents! come! from! diverse! backgrounds,! we! all! have! an! interest! in! a!
neighborhood! that! is! enjoyable.! We! should! find! new! ways! to! promote! dialog! regarding!
residents'!visions!for!the!community.!!One!way!to!do!this!is!to!make!it!easier!for!residents!to!
learn!about,!attend,!and!participate!in!monthly!ANC!meetings.!It!also!is!important!to!hold!social!
events,! like! the!one!periodically!held! in!what! is! now! the!Petworth!Meditation!Park,! to!allow!
residents! to!meet! each! other! and! force! a! closer! sense! of! community! among! new! and! older!
residents.!!
%
If%there%were%a%way%to%improve%bus%transit%or%bike%infrastructure%in%your%neighborhood,%but%it%
required%removing%onRstreet%parking,%how%would%you%approach%the%situation?%Give%a%specific%
example%if%possible.%
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%
For! high`traffic! corridors,! I! fully! support! the! additional! parking! restrictions! for! improved! bus!
service,!such!as!those!that!have!been!implemented!on!16th!Street.!I!attended!public!meetings!
for!those!changes!and!registered!my!support.!I!also!support!dockless!bikeshare!and!scooters!for!
two! reasons! `! they! don't! require! removal!of! on`street!parking,!and! they!are! flexible! to!meet!
changing!demands.!
%
Where%would%you%like%to%see%new%bicycle%lanes,%sidewalks,%or%other%infrastructure%to%make%it%
safer% for% residents,% families,% and% seniors% to% walk% and% bike?%What% are% the% top% Vision% Zero%
priorities%for%your%community?%
%
Pedestrians! crossing! Spring! Road! at! 14th! Street! are! at! risk! because! of! turning! vehicles! and!
reduced!visibility!resulting!from!the!presence!of!parked!vehicles!near!the!corners.!Additionally,!
the! crossing! at! Quincy! and! 14th! Street! needs! an! additional! crosswalk,! at! the! very! least,! to!
reduce!pedestrian!risk.!Finally,!some!of!the!east`west!streets!in!my!SMD!should!be!studied!for!
speed!bumps!to!calm!traffic.!
%
What%role%do%you%think%your%ANC%could%play% in%addressing%housing%affordability%challenges?%
How%can%your%neighborhood%contribute%its%fair%share%of%the%housing%our%growing%city%needs?%
%
The!ANC,!as!an!advisory!body,!should!represent!resident!views!on!affordable!housing!to!DCRA!
when!new!building!projects!are!seeking!permits.!
%
What% is% the% biggest% controversy% in% your% neighborhood% not% already% listed% on% this%
questionnaire,%and%what%is%your%position%on%it?%
%
Because!of!the!increased!commercial!activity!on!14th!Street,!some!residents!are!asking!that!a!
portion!of!on`street!parking!be!set!aside!for!residents!only,!as!has!been!done!in!other!parts!of!
the!city.!This!could!be!a!workable!solution,!and! I! think!that!we!should!discuss!it!with!a!wider!
circle!of!residents.!
%
Why%do%you% think%you%are% the%best%person% to% represent%your%SMD?%What’s%your%vision% for%
your%ANC%in%2%years?%
%
I!have!been!active!in!the!community!since!moving!here.!I!have,!for!example,!rallied!neighbors!to!
submit! comments! in! support! of! the! express! bus! on! 14th! Street.! I! have! participated! in! alley!
cleanups!and!neighborhood!social! gatherings.!My!background! in!political!organizing!provides!
relevant!experience,!and!my!advocacy!for!DC!representation!(and!statehood)!demonstrates!my!
commitment!to!the!civil!rights!of!DC!residents.!!!!!I!hope!that!our!ANC!will!continue!its!already!
excellent!work!and!strengthen!its!ability!to!make!a!positive!impact!on!behalf!of!its!residents!in!
the!areas!of!pedestrian!safety,!community,!and!housing.!
%
%
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Sometimes%community%members%advocate%for%a%position%that%is%in%their%narrow%interest,%but%
is%counter%to%broader%cityRwide%interests%and%is%highly%problematic%position%if%all%communities%
across%DC%were%to%act%that%way.%How%will%you%lead%in%such%a%situation?%Give%a%local%example%if%
possible.%
%
I! have! been! following! with! interest! the! controversy! concerning! the! Meridian! International!
Center.!This!is!an!example!of!how!an!ANC!is!not!leading!well.!I!understand!that!residents'!first!
reactions! to! proposed! changes! in! a! neighborhood! may! focus! on! negative! aspects! of! the!
changes.! I! think!ANCs! should!be!more!productive!by! taking!nuanced!and!balanced!positions,!
and!by!helping!residents!better!see!the!value!of!changes!in!addition!to!advocating!strongly!for!
residents'!interests.!
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!
Name:&Benjamin(Underwood&& & ANC&and&Single&Member&District:&4C05&
!
!
%
What% is% your% stance% on% the% controversy% and% the% resulting% plans% for% the%Old%Hebrew%Home%
redevelopment?%
%
It!has!taken!a!significant!amount!of!time!to!come!to!a!consensus!on!the!redevelopment!of!the!
Old!Hebrew!Home!leaving!fallow!a!large!portion!of!our!neighborhood.!!The!solution!that!they!
have!ultimately!come!up!will!bring!greater!diversity!``!inspired!by!the!diverse!community!that!
has!made! our! neighborhood! such! a! unique! place! to! live.! ! It! limits! the! amount! of! additional!
density!to!some!extent,!while!providing!affordable!housing!to!seniors!and!families.!!Given!the!
row! home! component,! it! will! also! help! the! development! blend! into! the! surrounding!
community.! ! As! the! baby! boom! generation! continues! to! age,! senior! housing! for! all! income!
levels!is!a!top!priority.!!Additionally,!the!housing!units!that!will!be!made!available!to!families!is!
important!in!our!neighborhood!so!that!the!next!generation!has!the!opportunity!to!grow!up!in!
such!a!varied!and!diverse!neighborhood.! !Petworth/Columbia!Heights!is!a!vibrant!area!with!a!
significant! amount! of! history! and! I! believe! it! is! important! to! ensure! that! everyone! has! the!
opportunity!to!be!part!of!its!future.!!!
%
What%are%your%hopes%and/or%concerns%when%it%comes%to%safely%using%and%crossing%Grant%and%
Sherman%Circles?%
%
The! circles! and! the! parks! within! them! throughout! the! District! give! neighbors! a! unique!
opportunity! to! gather! and! outdoor! public! spaces.! ! In! order! for! that! enjoyment! to! be! fully!
realized,!it!is!important!that!the!parks!are!safe!to!visit!and!don’t!require!a!game!of!Frogger!to!
access.! !There!are!many!examples!of!thriving!parks! located! in!circles!and!squares!throughout!
the!city!and! I!believe!the!community!and!the!District!government!must!continue!to!focus!on!
traffic!management,!pedestrian!safety!and!crime!in!these!two!specific!parks.!!As!they!become!
easier!to!access!and!more!enjoyable!to!use!everyone’s!experience!will!improve.!
%
How%will%you%work%to%ensure%our%public%spaces%are%safe,%clean%and%inviting,%and%how%will%you%
support%residents%most%at%risk%of%displacement%in%the%neighborhood?%
%
For! many! years! the! community! policing! strategy,! which! had! really! connected! people,! is!
something!that!we!need!to!support!again!now!that!we!have!stronger!leadership!in!the!District.!!
At! City! Hall,! the! Council! and! the! MPD.! ! We! need! law! enforcement! to! be! a! partner! that!
understands!our!community!because!they!are!always!welcome!in!our!neighborhoods,!especially!
as!we!have!experienced!a!lot!of!challenges!over!the!summer!with!an!apparent!and!noticeable!
increase!in!drug!activity,!petty!crime!and!prostitution.!!!We!want!to!ensure!that!we!have!a!safe!
neighborhood!and!that!our! law!enforcement!partners!understand!our!neighborhood,!and!are!
as!welcomed!as!we!welcome!them.!!Petworth!is!a!community!with!a!long!history!made!up!of!
people! from! all! walks! of! life.! ! First! and! foremost,! I! believe! it! is! important! to! ensure! that!
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everyone’s!voice!is!legitimately!heard!and!considered!in!our!public!spaces!and!community.!!The!
diversity!of!our!neighborhood!is!what!makes!it!so!appealing!for!folks!that!have!lived!here!for!a!
long!time,!or! for!those!who!have!recently!decided!to!relocate!here.! ! If!everyone! isn’t!given!a!
seat!at!the!table!with!a!voice,!we!will!lose!what!all!of!us!value!so!much.!!!!!!I!believe!everyone’s!
diligence,!willingness! to! listen! and! pitch`in! and! commitment! to! the! community! are!what!we!
need!to!make!sure!our!public!spaces!are!a!place!we!want!to!enjoy.!!As!a!community,!we!have!to!
know!who! to!partner!with! in! the!District!government! to!minimize! crime!and!keep!our!public!
spaces! clean!and! safe.! ! If! the!community!and!all!of! its! stakeholders! take!ownership!of! these!
shared!spaces,! things!will!continue!to!get!better.! ! I!personally!enjoy!being!outside!picking!up!
trash! and! maintaining! the! landscape! around! my! home! and! the! community.! ! It! gives! me! a!
unique! opportunity! to! meet! those! in! the! community! and! I! believe! that! model! encourages!
others!to!contribute!in!the!same!way.!!If!you!know!who!is!cleaning!up!and!keeping!you!safe,!you!
are!more!likely!to!contribute.!
%
How%do%you%intend%to%build%community%between%new%and%longtime%residents,%who%might%be%
at%odds%concerning%changes%to%the%neighborhood?%
%
I!don’t! think! that!we! should!be!at!odds.! !As!a!homeowner!who!moved! to! this!neighborhood!
after!16!years!in!the!District,!our!ANC,!my!street!and!our!neighborhood!is!what!makes!this!the!
place!where!I!intend!to!stay!for!16!and!16!more!because!DC!is!my!home.!!As!someone!who!is!
invested!in!our!community,!I!want!to!be!sure!that!we!stop!thinking!about!it!as!those!that!have!
been!here!and!those!that!have!arrived,!but!all!of!us!that!are!here.! ! This! is! the!neighborhood!
that!we!need!to!continue!to!build!together.!!The!challenge,!with!so!much!change!in!our!city!is!
that!we! sometimes! fall! into! the! trap! of! thinking! of! it! as! the! old! neighborhood! and! the! new!
people! that! have! come! in.! ! As! someone! that! wants! to! represent! my! community,! I! am!
committed!and!I!hope!to!bring!the!idea!that!all!of!us!have!a!shared!responsibility!for!protecting!
where!we! live! for! all! us.! ! Facilitating! opportunities! for! longtime! residents! and! new! residents!
moving!in!to!connect!and!dialogue!is!incredibly!important.!!Everyone’s!voice!matters.!!I!would!
work! to! increase! communication! throughout! the! neighborhood! by! promoting! the!
neighborhood! list! serves! as! well! as! being! available! to! hear! everyone’s! ideas! and! concerns!
regarding!the!neighborhood.! ! I!would!work!to!build!consensus!between!all! residents!through!
these!conversations!and!increased!connectivity.!
%
If%there%were%a%way%to%improve%bus%transit%or%bike%infrastructure%in%your%neighborhood,%but%it%
required%removing%onRstreet%parking,%how%would%you%approach%the%situation?%Give%a%specific%
example%if%possible.%
%
The!city!and!the!community!need!to!be!careful!to!find!balance!in!the!quest!for!increasing!public!
and!bike!transit.!!Mass!transit,!ride!sharing!and!other!alternative!means!of!transportation!are!a!
critical!part!of!the!future.!!Everyone’s!safety!is!the!number!one!concern.!
%
%
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Where%would%you%like%to%see%new%bicycle%lanes,%sidewalks,%or%other%infrastructure%to%make%it%
safer% for% residents,% families,% and% seniors% to% walk% and% bike?%What% are% the% top% Vision% Zero%
priorities%for%your%community?%
%
I!would!like!to!help!focus!efforts!on!improving!walkability!and!making!pedestrians!and!cyclists!
safer.! ! In! my! neighborhood! I! believe! there! is! a! significant! opportunity! to! improve! the!
neighborhood! experience! on! the! 14th! street! corridor! not! just! on! infrastructure.! ! A! huge!
opportunity!exists!to!support!the!retail!hubs!in!our!ANC!by!simply!reducing!litter,!loitering!and!
nuisance!and!violent!crime.!!Also,!a!strategic!focus,!in!partnership!with!D.!on!the!traffic!patterns!
through!the!upper!13th!and!14th!street!corridors!could!go!a!long!way!to!make!everyone!safer!
on!our!roads!and!sidewalks.!
%
What%role%do%you%think%your%ANC%could%play% in%addressing%housing%affordability%challenges?%
How%can%your%neighborhood%contribute%its%fair%share%of%the%housing%our%growing%city%needs?%
%
I! believe! preserving! affordable! housing! in! Petworth! is! especially! important! given! its! history.!!
Affordable!housing!comes!at!a!variety!of!levels;!seniors,!families!and!those!just!starting!out!in!
life! all! need! a! place! to! live! and! I! believe! Petworth! has! a! great! mix! of! that.! ! Working! with!
developers! to!make! sure! they!are!providing!affordable!housing! that! is! integrated! throughout!
the!neighborhood! is!critical.! !The!ANC!should!keep!an!open!dialogue!with!developers!so!that!
they!can!have!open!conversations!with!one!another.!
%
What% is% the% biggest% controversy% in% your% neighborhood% not% already% listed% on% this%
questionnaire,%and%what%is%your%position%on%it?%
%
The! apparent! increase! in! drug! dealing! and! prostitution! has! been! a! major! concern! for! the!
neighborhood!over!the!summer.!!I!believe!the!ANC!and!our!community!must!continue!to!work!
with! the! police,! the! city! council! and! the!Mayor’s! office! to! ensure! the! resources! needed! are!
available!to!eliminate!this!crime!as!much!as!possible.!!As!these!crimes!are!reduced,!the!overall!
experience!in!the!neighborhood!will!be!significantly!improved.!!I!believe!it!is!important!to!give!
neighbors!a!safe!and!welcoming!environment.!
%
Why%do%you% think%you%are% the%best%person% to% represent%your%SMD?%What’s%your%vision% for%
your%ANC%in%2%years?%
%
I!would!like!to!build!on!the!momentum!that!our!current!ANC!representative!has!built!over!the!
years!to!continue!to!make!sure!all!of!our!neighbors!have!an!opportunity!to!have!their!voices!
heard.!!I!have!the!communication!skills!and!tenacity!needed!to!understand!what!people!want!
and!to!facilitate!getting!things!done!for!the!neighborhood.! !My!number!one!desire! is! to!be!a!
champion! for! everyone!who! lives! in! the! SMD! and! I! look! forward! to! hearing! from! all! of! the!
stakeholders.!
%
%
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Sometimes%community%members%advocate%for%a%position%that%is%in%their%narrow%interest,%but%
is%counter%to%broader%cityRwide%interests%and%is%highly%problematic%position%if%all%communities%
across%DC%were%to%act%that%way.%How%will%you%lead%in%such%a%situation?%Give%a%local%example%if%
possible.%
%
It!is!completely!understandable!that!a!NIMBY!response!is!exactly!what!each!and!everyone!one!
of!us!would!gravitate!to.!!But!the!Distrct!is!not!a!big!city.!It!is!a!very!small!community!and,!for!
any! of! us! that! have! lived! in! this! city! long! enough! to! understand! this,! a! “not! in!my! backyard!
mentality”! if! used! to! its! greatest! effect! should! be! defined! by! an! understanding! that! “my!
backyard”!is!“your!backyard”!and!is!all!of!our!city.!!We!have!to!deal!with!challenges!and!make!
decisions! together,! whether! it! be! from! Capitol! Hill,! Shaw,! Mount! Pleasant,! Georgetown,!
Tenleytown,!Brightwood,!or!Columbia!Heights!and!Petworth.! ! The!best! thing!we!can!do! is! to!
ensure!that!we!are!fully!using!our!right!to!self`governance!and!Home!Rule!is!to!build!consensus!
and! to! shape! our! city! in! the! unique!way! that! only!DC! can.! !We! should! all! take! pride! in! the!
District!of!Columbia.!
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!
Name:&Bennett(Hilley&& & ANC&and&Single&Member&District:&4C06&
!
!
%
What% is% your% stance% on% the% controversy% and% the% resulting% plans% for% the%Old%Hebrew%Home%
redevelopment?%
%
ANC!4C!unanimously!voted!to!recommend!the!Spring!Flats!development!to!the!Mayor!and!City!
Council!for!the!redevelopment!of!the!former!Hebrew!Home.!!The!new!development!will!bring!
much! needed! workforce! and! affordable! senior! housing! to! the! Petworth! neighborhood.! ! In!
particular,! the!development!team!will!be!conducting!informational!meetings!for!teachers!and!
staff!at!several!of!the!nearby!schools!in!Columbia!Heights!and!Petworth!to!ensure!they!have!the!
information!to!apply!to!live!in!these!units.!!If!elected,!I!commit!to!continuing!to!work!with!the!
development!team!and!city!agencies!to!ensure!that!the!impact!of!the!development!is!mitigated!
through! the! potential! joint! use! of! the! Raymond! Elementary! parking! lot! for! users! of! the!
Raymond!Recreation!Center.! ! I!will!also!commit!to!ensuring!that!the!community!continues!to!
being!actively!involved!in!next!steps,!as!construction!on!site!begins!to!occur.!
%
What%are%your%hopes%and/or%concerns%when%it%comes%to%safely%using%and%crossing%Grant%and%
Sherman%Circles?%
%
I!will! defer! to! the! commissioners! running! for! office! for! the! single!member! districts! closer! to!
these!circles.!!I!will!note,!however,!that!when!it!comes!to!transportation!safety!issues,!I!will!take!
into! consideration! the! recommendations!made! by! the!District!Department! of! Transportation!
staff.! ! I! recognize!that!they!have!a! level!of!professional!expertise!that! I,!someone!who! is!not!
trained!in!transportation!engineering!or!planning,!does!not!have.!
%
How%will%you%work%to%ensure%our%public%spaces%are%safe,%clean%and%inviting,%and%how%will%you%
support%residents%most%at%risk%of%displacement%in%the%neighborhood?%
%
I!believe!we!as!a!community!must!work!together!to!achieve!these!goals;!while!keeping!public!
spaces!safe,!clean,!and!inviting!may!sound!simple!enough,!it!is!much!more!complex!issue.!We!
can!each!take!an!active!role!in!ensuring!we!keep!'eyes!on!the!street'!or!pick!up!trash!left!on!the!
sidewalks.!!!!In!particular,!as!an!ANC!commissioner,!I!believe!I!can!help!add!pressure!to!push!the!
Council!and!the!Mayor!to!address!the!risk!of!displacement!in!our!neighborhood!by!increasing!
funding! for! affordable! housing! development! and! by! looking! at! legislative! policy! solutions! to!
helping!ensure!that!seniors!and!long`term!residents!are!able!to!remain!in!their!homes.!
%
How%do%you%intend%to%build%community%between%new%and%longtime%residents,%who%might%be%
at%odds%concerning%changes%to%the%neighborhood?%
%
I! believe! this! question! is! flawed! in! its! understanding! of! our! community,! as! I! often! hear!
opposition!to!change!in!the!neighborhood!from!new!residents!as!well.! ! In!general,!we!all!find!
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change!to!be!difficult!to!embrace,!especially!when!it!is!not!change!that!we!necessarily!elect!to!
occur!ourselves.!!Neighborhoods!are!living!organisms``and!are!always!evolving,!especially!in!our!
rapidly!growing!city.!!!!!!I!believe!it's!incredibly!important!to!ensure!that!there!be!opportunities!
for! dialogue! regarding! development! and! other! changes! that! are! occurring! in! the! Petworth!
neighborhood.! ! I!believe! that!effective!ANC! leadership! can!ensure! that! there! is!an! organized!
and!robust!community!engagement!process!regarding!these!proposed!changes``with!the!goal!
of! reaching!consensus!and!compromise.! ! ! ! ! ! ! I!have!yet!to!work!on!an! issue!where!there! is!a!
single,! shared! opinion! regarding!what! is! best! for! our! community! and! neighborhood;!what! is!
wonderful! about! our! neighborhood! is! that! there! is! a! recognition! that! what! makes! our!
community!so!wonderful!is!its!diversity,!including!its!diversity!of!opinions.!
%
If%there%were%a%way%to%improve%bus%transit%or%bike%infrastructure%in%your%neighborhood,%but%it%
required%removing%onRstreet%parking,%how%would%you%approach%the%situation?%Give%a%specific%
example%if%possible.%
%
As!I!have!discussed!with!the!District!Department!of!Transportation,!I!would!be!supportive!of!a!
discussion! regarding! the! loss! of! on`street! parking! if! the! initiative! is! essential! to! creating! a!
network!for!bus!transit!or!bike!infrastructure.!!However,!otherwise,!I!am!opposed!to!the!loss!of!
on`street! parking.! ! I! would! also! like! to! see! the! District's! enforcement! of! violations! for! non`
residents! who! are! parking! in! residential! zones! strengthened,! especially! around! the! GA!
Avenue/Petworth!metro!station.!
%
Where%would%you%like%to%see%new%bicycle%lanes,%sidewalks,%or%other%infrastructure%to%make%it%
safer% for% residents,% families,% and% seniors% to% walk% and% bike?%What% are% the% top% Vision% Zero%
priorities%for%your%community?%
%
I!am!especially! focused!on!ensuring!pedestrian!and!bike!safety!near!schools!and!along!major!
commercial!corridors.!!!
%
What%role%do%you%think%your%ANC%could%play% in%addressing%housing%affordability%challenges?%
How%can%your%neighborhood%contribute%its%fair%share%of%the%housing%our%growing%city%needs?%
%
I! believe! the! ANC! should! advocate! for! additional! affordable! opportunities! beyond! what! is!
required! under! the! District's! inclusionary! housing! law,! including! requesting! developers!
requesting! zoning!exceptions!and!variances! to!make!contributions! to! the!Housing!Production!
Trust!Fund.!!!!!!I!believe!that!Petworth/16th!Street!Heights!should!encourage!the!development!
of!mixed`income!and!affordable!housing!in!order!to!ensure!that!our!community!can!continue!to!
be!a!diverse!neighborhood,!where!people!are!able!to!have!a!high!quality!of! life!regardless!of!
income.!
%
%
%
%
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What% is% the% biggest% controversy% in% your% neighborhood% not% already% listed% on% this%
questionnaire,%and%what%is%your%position%on%it?%
%
Right!now,!it!is!the!Board!of!Zoning!Adjustment's!continued!non`adherence!to!the!ANC's!great!
weight.! !For!many!BZA!cases!now!in! front!of!the!ANC,!the!BZA!simply! ignores!the!ANC's!and!
community's!recommendations;!I!hope!to!work!with!my!fellow!ANC!Commissioners!to!have!the!
Mayor!and!the!Council!to!address!this!concern.!
%
Why%do%you% think%you%are% the%best%person% to% represent%your%SMD?%What’s%your%vision% for%
your%ANC%in%2%years?%
%
I!am!extremely!committed!to!working!with!my!neighbors!to!find!consensus!on!complex!issues.!!
Additionally,!I!am!committed!to!being!responsive!to!my!neighbors!and!helping!them!receive!the!
assistance!they!need!from!DC!agencies.!!!
%
Sometimes%community%members%advocate%for%a%position%that%is%in%their%narrow%interest,%but%
is%counter%to%broader%cityRwide%interests%and%is%highly%problematic%position%if%all%communities%
across%DC%were%to%act%that%way.%How%will%you%lead%in%such%a%situation?%Give%a%local%example%if%
possible.%
%
My!hope! is! that!through!dialogue!and!community!engagement,! the!Petworth!community!can!
work! together! to! consider!highly! local! impacts!of!development!and!other!matters!while!also!
prioritizing!the!needs!of!the!District!as!a!whole.!!Representing!what! is! the!Southwest!edge!of!
Ward!4!and!Petworth,!I!recognize!that!a!community!is!much!larger!than!just!the!single!member!
district!I!currently!represent.!
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!
Name:&Krieg((Rajaram& & & ANC&and&Single&Member&District:&4C07&
!
%
%
What% is% your% stance% on% the% controversy% and% the% resulting% plans% for% the%Old%Hebrew%Home%
redevelopment?%
%
The!Victory!Homes!Project!will!be!seen!as!a!welcome!addition!to!the!community!after!a! long!
wait!for!something!to!happen!to!the!Old!Hebrew!Home.!The!selected!plan!seems!to!encompass!
the!spirit!of!what!the!community!was!looking!for!at!that!site!despite!falling!short!of!the!original!
total! number! of! units! and! affordable! units! under! the! initial! plan! selected.! I! hope! in! future!
projects,!that!the!wishes!of!the!community!are!respected!as!the!community!seeks!to!increase!
the!number!of!affordable!housing!units!for!families!and!seniors!in!Petworth.!!
%
What%are%your%hopes%and/or%concerns%when%it%comes%to%safely%using%and%crossing%Grant%and%
Sherman%Circles?%
%
I!would! like! to! see! an! increase! in! safety! awareness! by! all!who!use! those! intersections.! Both!
Sherman! and! Grant! Circle! provide! many! uses! for! Petworth! residents,! whether! it! be! as! a!
motorist,!cyclist,!pedestrian!passing!through!or!someone!visiting!the!park!for!the!day.!We!must!
be!mindful!of!each!other!and!understand!that!the!circles!are!a!shared!space.!Everyone!should!
show!greater!caution!when!proceeding!through!these!intersections.!!
%
How%will%you%work%to%ensure%our%public%spaces%are%safe,%clean%and%inviting,%and%how%will%you%
support%residents%most%at%risk%of%displacement%in%the%neighborhood?%
%
To!increase!the!cleanliness!of!our!neighborhood!and!address!the!littering!problem,!we!will!need!
to!enlist!the!efforts!of!all!neighbors!on!a!public!clean`up!campaign!and!establish!neighborhood!
clean`up!days.!I!would!also!reach!out!to!the!local!high!schools!so!we!may!have!the!aid!of!their!
students!who!need!community!service!hours!to!graduate!high!school.! ! ! ! ! I! support! initiatives!
that!would!be!aimed!at!helping!individuals!deal!with!the!rising!cost!of!living!in!the!city.!I!support!
affordable!housing,!providing!exemptions!to!long!term!homeowners!who!are!seeing!increases!
in! their!property! taxes! in!addition! to!Homestead!Exemptions!and!any! program! that!will!help!
with!rising!utility!cost!for!struggling!residents.!I!will!also!stand!as!an!advocate!for!those!most!in!
need.! Displacement! occurs! when! groups! from! higher! and! lower! socio`economic! classes! are!
vying! for! the! same! space.! It! is! often! the! case! that! those! with! the! higher! socio`economic!
standing! will! win.! To! address! this! we! must! speak! out! against! inequities! in! highering! and!
payment! practices! of! business! and! organizations!which! limits! individuals! ability! to! fight! back!
against!displacement.!!
%
%
%
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How%do%you%intend%to%build%community%between%new%and%longtime%residents,%who%might%be%
at%odds%concerning%changes%to%the%neighborhood?%
%
We! first!must! build! an! environment! of! trust!within! the! community! and! this!must! start!with!
open! communications! about! what! changes! are! being! proposed! for! our! neighborhood.! Too!
often!have!their!been!changes!proposed!or!enacted!in!the!community!without!largescale!input!
from! residents,! or! even! worse,! without! their! knowledge! entirely.! Create! a! clear! channel! of!
communication!for!all! residents!to!access!and!find! information! is! the!key!to!bridging!the!gap!
and!moving!closer!as!a!community.!!
%
If%there%were%a%way%to%improve%bus%transit%or%bike%infrastructure%in%your%neighborhood,%but%it%
required%removing%onRstreet%parking,%how%would%you%approach%the%situation?%Give%a%specific%
example%if%possible.%
%
I! could! not! support! any! changes! to! street! infrastructure! that!would! remove! parking! and! not!
adequately!replace!the!parking!spaces.!Difficulty! finding!parking!has!been!an! issue!that!many!
residents!have!expressed!in!this!area.!I!would!work!to!find!an!alternative!solution!that!is!more!
accommodating!to!all!constituents.!!!
%
Where%would%you%like%to%see%new%bicycle%lanes,%sidewalks,%or%other%infrastructure%to%make%it%
safer% for% residents,% families,% and% seniors% to% walk% and% bike?%What% are% the% top% Vision% Zero%
priorities%for%your%community?%
%
I!have!walked,!rode!bikes,!and!driven!in!this!city!for!almost!30!years!and!I!would!like!to!say,!I!
think!the!city!has!put!great!effort!into!increasing!the!number!of!bike!lanes!and!having!cars!and!
cyclist!share!the!road.!Additionally,!many!efforts!have!been!put!into!restricting!drivers!speed!to!
make! it! safer! for!pedestrians! to! cross! the! street.! I!do!not! see!a!need! for!new!bike! lanes!and!
sidewalks! as! cyclist! and! cars! already! share! the! road.! I! believe! what! we! need! is! great!
enforcement! of! existing! traffic! laws! on! motorist,! cyclist,! and! pedestrians! if! we! want! to! see!
increase!safety!and!a!reduction!in!traffic!accidents.!While!achieving!zero!accidents!may!not!be!
possible!because!accidents!do!happen,!greater!enforcement!on!all!parties!using!our!streets!can!
reduce!accidents!to!a!minimum.!!
%
What%role%do%you%think%your%ANC%could%play% in%addressing%housing%affordability%challenges?%
How%can%your%neighborhood%contribute%its%fair%share%of%the%housing%our%growing%city%needs?%
%
As!an!ANC,!I!will!support!developments!that!increase!the!affordable!housing!stock!for!our!city.!I!
believe!each!neighborhood! in!DC! should! carry!as!much!affordable!housing! stock!as! they!can!
bear.! The! city! should! also! find! and! hold! single`family! properties! to! be! exclusively! sold! to!
individuals! using! the! HPAP! program.! This! home! purchase! assistance! program! is! income!
restrictive! so! it! will! ensure! that! neighborhoods! have! a! mix! of! incomes! living! within! the!
community!and!that!all!affordable!housing!is!not!just!condo!and!apartment!units.!!
%
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What% is% the% biggest% controversy% in% your% neighborhood% not% already% listed% on% this%
questionnaire,%and%what%is%your%position%on%it?%
%
In!my!opinion,! the!major! issues! facing!our! community!are!housing!affordability,!bridging! the!
divide!between!old!and!new,!public!safety!and!parking!scarcity!all!of!which!I!have!touched!on!in!
responding!to!in!previous!questions.!!
%
Why%do%you% think%you%are% the%best%person% to% represent%your%SMD?%What’s%your%vision% for%
your%ANC%in%2%years?%
%
I!am!a!person!driven!to!take!action!on!behalf!of! ideas,!places,!and!people! I!care!passionately!
about.! In! my! life,! I! have! worked! as! a! campaign! organizer! on! a! national! and! state! election,!
served!as!an!educator!and!mentor! for! teenagers!as!a!City!Year!Corps!Member!and!Close!Up!
Foundation!Program!instructor,!and!a!community!organizer!leading!campaigns!on!student!debt!
reform!and!health!care!expansion.!I!have!spent!most!of!my!adult!years!in!service!of!causes!that!
I!was!passionate!about!and!one!of!my!greatest!passions!is!to!be!of!service!to!the!community!in!
which!made!me!the!man!that!I!am!today.!In!two!years,!once!I!have!completed!my!term,!we!will!
find! put!worth! a!more! unified! community.! A! community! that! works! together! to! ensure! the!
safety!of!all!its!residents!and!helps!individuals!remain!in!the!community!that!they!have!lived!in!
for!decades.!
%
Sometimes%community%members%advocate%for%a%position%that%is%in%their%narrow%interest,%but%
is%counter%to%broader%cityRwide%interests%and%is%highly%problematic%position%if%all%communities%
across%DC%were%to%act%that%way.%How%will%you%lead%in%such%a%situation?%Give%a%local%example%if%
possible.%
%
!I! believe! individuals! in! a! community! have! a! right! to! determine! what! happens! in! their!
community!even!if!it!is!at!odds!with!greater!city!interest.!City!interest,!may!not!always!be!in!the!
best! interest! of! a! community.! There! will! be! times! when,! city! interest! will! need! to! take!
precedent,!but!that!will!be!assessed!on!a!case!by!case!basis!and!a!broader!analysis!on! if! the!
intended! outcome! of! any! change! is! worth! what! a! community! will! have! to! give! up! for! that!
change!to!happen.!!
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!
Name:&Kim(Varzi& & & ANC&and&Single&Member&District:&4C07&
!
!
%
What% is% your% stance% on% the% controversy% and% the% resulting% plans% for% the%Old%Hebrew%Home%
redevelopment?%
%
I!support!plans!to!provide!affordable!housing!in!the!old!Hebrew!Home.!!The!building!had!been!
used!for!mental!health!services!to!persons!of! low! income!or!without!any!health! insurance.! ! I!
believe!it!should!continually!be!used!to!support!persons!in!need.!!It!is!great!that!there!will!be!88!
units! for! seniors.! ! It!would!be!better! if!more! than!58!units!were!built! for! the! lowest! level!of!
income! (under! 30%! of! the! AMI! essentially! households! with! an! income! just! over! $30,000).!!
Perhaps! if!66!were!for!30%!and!under!and!58!for!31`50%!of!the!AMI.! !The!process! isn't!over!
though! as! problems! and! issues! are! bound! to! come! up! during! the! development! process.!!
Community!members!have!been!active! in!the!pre!RFP!acceptance!of!the!development!of!the!
building,!however,!there!are!people!who!I!am!certain!are!not!aware!that!the!building!and!area!
are!about!to!change!and!this!could!cause!further!disputes.!
%
What%are%your%hopes%and/or%concerns%when%it%comes%to%safely%using%and%crossing%Grant%and%
Sherman%Circles?%
%
My!hopes!are!not!to!get!hit!by!a!car,!my!concern!is!that!I!may!swear!in!front!of!my!son!when!a!
car!ignores!the!pedestrian!crossing!sign.!I!personally!feel!the!changes!that!have!been!made!in!
the! past! year! have! a! positive! impact! in! safely! crossing! the! circles.! ! However,! there! are,! and!
always!and!will!be!cars!and!bicyclists!who!do!not!stop!for!pedestrians.!!Enforcement!needs!to!
increase.!If!drivers!received!a!$250!ticket!once!for!failing!to!stop!at!a!pedestrian!crosswalk,!I!am!
certain! they! would! become! more! aware! of! pedestrians! crossing.! ! Enforcement! in! the! area!
would!impact!other!parts!of!DC.!!
%
How%will%you%work%to%ensure%our%public%spaces%are%safe,%clean%and%inviting,%and%how%will%you%
support%residents%most%at%risk%of%displacement%in%the%neighborhood?%
%
I! aim!to! start!a!monthly! clean!up.! !Clearly! it!would!be!a!proposed! idea! that!neighbors!either!
take!on!or!don't.!!The!idea!would!be!to!have!a!specific!day!every!month!or!every!other!month!
when!neighbors!clean!up!in!front!of!their!homes!and!surrounding!areas.!!Ideally!there!will!be!
block!captains!that!can!also!be!the!ears!and!voice!of!the!area!and!relay!issues!to!me.!!As!the!
ANC!commissioner!I!would!formally!approach!the!city!department!to!work!on!the!issue!at!hand,!
but! I!would!also!want!community!members!to!be!active!participants!in!relaying!our!needs.! ! I!
also! want! to! encourage! EL! Haynes! to! have! their! students! pick! up! litter! in! the! direct!
neighborhood! as! part! of! their! community! projects.! People! have! also! pointed! out! areas!with!
high!dumping! rates,!which!would! be!discussed!with!DPW.! ! Safety! concerns!have! been!made!
already!as!I!collected!signatures.!!People!want!more!lights!on!some!blocks.!Loitering!on!private!
property!has!been!an!issue!in!my!immediate!area,!making!some!people!feel!unsafe.!Neighbors!
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have!approached!those!hanging!around!and!have!asked!them!to!find!somewhere!else!to!gather!
that! isn’t!private!property.! ! It! is!vital! to!communicate!with!people!before!taking!it! to!another!
level.! !I!often!ask!people!loitering!on!my!steps!to!find!somewhere!else!to!sit,! !and!they!leave.!!
This!isn't!to!say!it!is!that!simple.!!I!know!that!as!a!result!of!increased!safety!concerns!there!is!
now!a!police!officer!assigned!to!Petworth!library!every!day!when!highschool!students!are!done!
for!the!day.! ! ! ! ! !Helping!people!at!risk!of!displacement! in!the!area!starts!by! identifying!them.!!
This! I!believe!would!be! the!greatest! challenge.! !Once! identified! I!would!work! to!ensure! they!
have!information!on!their!rights!or!services!that!may!help!them!through!this!period.!!!I!noticed!
an!apartment!building!two!blocks!from!me!is!being!remodeled.!!Where!the!tenants!went,!I!have!
no!clue!nor!when!the!process!started.!!Had!I!been!ANC!commissioner!I!would!have!made!sure!
the!tenants!knew!their!rights!and!worked!with!the!community!to!find!a!way!for!them!to!stay.!!
In!interpreting!the!question!from!a!different!perspective!of!people!being!at!risk!of!displacement!
based! on! what! others! deem! safety! issues.! There! are! definitely! places! in! the! neighborhood!
where!people!gather!and!sit!on!sidewalks!or!in!the!alley.!Or!even!homes!that!see!more!traffic!of!
people! coming! in! and! out! of.! ! Unless! there! have! been! incidents! of! crime! I! would! find! ! it!
unnecessary!to! involve!the!police!or!work!to!have!the!people! removed! from!the!area.! !Once!
again!I!would!stress!having!conversations!first!and!I!could!be!a!link!if!need!be.!!!!
%
How%do%you%intend%to%build%community%between%new%and%longtime%residents,%who%might%be%
at%odds%concerning%changes%to%the%neighborhood?%
%
Communication! and! socialization! are! great! conflict! resolution! practices.! ! I! would! hope!
community! clean!up!days!would!provide!an!opportunity! for!new!and!old!neighbors! to!get! to!
know!one!another.! ! !Once! relationships!are!built,! it! is!easier! to! resolve! issues!amongst!each!
other!as!well!as!be!more!empathetic!to!other!people’s!needs/concerns.!!Often,!when!I!ask!long!
time!residents!how!they!feel!about!gentrification,!most!say!they!welcome!change.!It!is!people!
who!buy!a!home!for!the!home!and!not!the!community!who!may!be!a!bit!harder!to!get!involved!
in! community! events! and! hence! getting! to! know! their! neighbors.! You! can't! force! people! to!
socialize!with!one!another,!but!the!more!community!events!there!are,!the!more!likely!people!
would!get!to!know!one!another.!!If!there!were!a!dispute,!I!would!hope!I!could!be!a!link!between!
the! two!parties.! !Dialogue!would!be! the! first! course!of!action!and! if!need!be! then!a!greater!
community!meeting!depending!on!the!extent!of!the!dispute.!!Sadly!some!people!tend!to!vent!
on!Listservs!which!!can!be!harmful!in!fostering!relationships!within!the!community.!!!Separately,!
it! is! important! to! retain! or! establish! relationships! between! businesses! and! community!
members.!!As!well!as!old!and!new!businesses.!!4C07!has!been!holding!First!Friday!evenings!on!
Upshur! street! with! the! participation! of! many! businesses! on! the! street.! ! Also! links! between!
businesses! and! the! community! happen! during! special! events! whereby! many! of! the! small!
businesses!support!and!sponsor!these!events.!!!!
%
%
%
%
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If%there%were%a%way%to%improve%bus%transit%or%bike%infrastructure%in%your%neighborhood,%but%it%
required%removing%onRstreet%parking,%how%would%you%approach%the%situation?%Give%a%specific%
example%if%possible.%
%
It!would!depend!on!where!the!street!parking!were!located.!!Approaching!it!from!a!commercial!
area!like!Georgia!Avenue!versus!a!residential!street!like!Kansas!would!require!different!tactics.!!
And!if!on!residential!streets!it!would!also!depend!if!people!had!off!street!parking!available!or!
not.!!In!all!cases,!I!would!encourage!DDOT!to!complete!a!study!of!traffic!in!the!area.!!I!would!be!
sure! affected! residents! were! aware! of! the! proposed! changes! and! set! up! a! meeting.! ! It! is!
pertinent! to! involve! the! community! in! these! issues! even! if! we! do! not! have! a! choice! in! the!
matter.!!Recently!a!resident!expressed!their!anger!to!me!over!the!loss!of!the!chance!to!park!in!
front!of!their!home!on!Sherman!Circle.!I!could!empathize!with!her!as!I!would!hate!to!loose!the!
opportunity! to! park! in! front! of!my! home! (especially! since! I! do! not! have! off! street! parking).!
However,! the! specific! area! has! heavy! bike! traffic! during! rush! hour.! ! It! is! safer! for! commuter!
bikes!to!use!the!bike! lanes!to!go!around!Sherman!circle!than!to!cut!through!the!circle!and! it!
makes!sense!that!the!curve!has!a!protected!bike!lane!from!vehicles!turning.!!!!
%
Where%would%you%like%to%see%new%bicycle%lanes,%sidewalks,%or%other%infrastructure%to%make%it%
safer% for% residents,% families,% and% seniors% to% walk% and% bike?%What% are% the% top% Vision% Zero%
priorities%for%your%community?%
%
As!a!cyclist!who!rides!down!Georgia!avenue,!I!think!it!would!be!great!to!add!a!bike!lane!going!
south!from!Upshur!onward.!It!is!especially!hard!for!bicyclists!on!GA!avenue!where!the!sidewalk!
corners!have!been!bumped!out.!!!I!also!know!there!is!heavy!bike!traffic!on!Kansas!avenue!going!
south!from!Upshur!to!Spring!road.! ! !Many!bicyclists!then!turn!onto!11th!or!head!for!14th!or!
16th.!! !But!I!know!the!morning!can!be!rough!for!many!on!Kansas!between!Taylor!and!Upshur!
when!the!day!care!has!drop!off! !hours.! !There!are!a! few!other!streets!nearby!that!bike! lanes!
would!be!nice,!but!maybe!not!necessary.! !Further!research!would!be!necessary!to!determine!
this! as! well! as! speaking! to! community! members! who! live! and! park! on! those! streets.! ! ! The!
intersections!of!Kansas/Allison/8th!NW,!!Kansas/Varnum/9th!.N.W!need!to!be!changed.!DDOT!
supposedly! is! going! to! undergo! a! study! for! Kansas/Allison/8th.! !Webster! and! 5th! street! also!
needs!a!stop!sign.!Cars!speed!after!stopping!on!5th!and!Allison!during!the!morning!commute!
and!often!times!block!the! intersection!of!Webster!making! it!hard!for!pedestrians/cyclists!and!
cars!to!cross!5th!St.!during!rush!hour.!!!!There!are!several!sidewalks!that!need!to!be!repaired!in!
the!area.!Allison!St.!near!El!Haynes!needs!to!be!repaved!as!well!as!nearby!areas!on!8th!!St.!N.W.!!
And!Webster!St.!!Varnum!and!8th!need!corners!to!be!adjusted!for!persons!with!disabilities.!!!It!
is!my!understanding!that!you!can!request!these!services!on!311!and!the!more!likes!you!get!by!
other!311!registered!users,!then!the!greater!possibility!of!having!a!sidewalk!repaired.!!!!!
%
What%role%do%you%think%your%ANC%could%play% in%addressing%housing%affordability%challenges?%
How%can%your%neighborhood%contribute%its%fair%share%of%the%housing%our%growing%city%needs?%
%
How! can! your! neighborhood! contribute! its! fair! share! of! the! housing! our! growing! city! needs!!
ANC!commissioners!can!advocate!that!the!government!invest!in!affordable!housing.!This!is!city!
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wide.! ! The! more! local! government! officials! and! community! members! hold! the! government!
accountable! to! invest! the! more! likely! it! will! happen.! ! It! would! be! good! if! the! government!
reformed!permit!laws!requiring!developers!of!large!units!to!add!¼!of!their!units!be!dedicated!to!
affordable! housing.! ! In! our! direct! area! there! are! some! new! establishments! being! built! on!
Georgia!Avenue,!if!by!the!same!developer!then!they!could!be!required!to!set!aside!one!or!two!
units!for!low!income!families.!!ANC!commissioners!review!permits!for!new!developments!in!the!
area.!!Hence,!they!could!hold!developers!or!the!DC!government!accountable!to!being!inclusive!
of!affordable!housing!units.!i.e.!the!end!result!of!the!Old!Hebrew!Home!redevelopment.!!!!There!
is!also!a!home!at!the!corner!of!Allison!St.!and!Georgia!Avenue!that!has!been!vacant!for!about!a!
year! now.! ! I! had! heard! it! is! government! owned! but! have! not! been! able! to! find! substantial!
evidence.!!It!previously!housed!older!men.!!I!am!not!sure!why!they!closed!it!down,!or!what!the!
plans!are!for!the!property,!but!!ANC!or!not,!I!will!be!sure!to!hold!the!government!accountable!
for!keeping!that!home!available!to!persons!in!need!of!housing.!!!!!
%
What% is% the% biggest% controversy% in% your% neighborhood% not% already% listed% on% this%
questionnaire,%and%what%is%your%position%on%it?%
%
At!present!in!the!direct!area!there!isn't!a!great!controversy!that!I!am!aware!of,!but!there!are!
issues.! !A! “controversy”! that! has! recently!been! resolved! in! the!greater!area!had!been!LAMB!
charter! school's! request! and! plan! to! move! onto! the! Kingsbury! campus.! ! ! There! had! been!
opposition!to!the!move!based!on!transportation!and!parking! increases! in!the!area.! ! I!support!
the! final! outcome! to! have! LAMB! there.! I! don't! live! too! far! from! 14th! and! Decatur! and!
understand!congestion!of!cars!is!not!fun!(try!passing!down!Webster!street!between!7th!and!5th!
when!Center!City!starts!the!day!in!the!morning,!it!is!dangerous,!and!something!I!would!address!
as!Commissioner).! I! think!many!residents!in!the!area!who!opposed!the! inclusion!don't!realize!
how!many! of! their! neighbors! attend! LAMB!and!would! probably! bike! or!walk! to! school.!One!
issue!that!could!result!into!a!greater!problem!is!complaints!against!Safari!DC.!!Noise!levels!and!
loitering!well!after!hours!has!been!obtrusive!to!those!living!nearby.!!As!commissioner!I!would!
work! with! both! parties! to! resolve! the! complaints.! ! But! it! also! brings! up! the! problem! of!
developers! building! quickly! without! sound! proofing! areas! that! may! be! affected! by! nearby!
commercial!buildings.!!!!
%
Why%do%you% think%you%are% the%best%person% to% represent%your%SMD?%What’s%your%vision% for%
your%ANC%in%2%years?%
%
I!am!an!excellent!communicator,!active!listener!and!have!an!open!mind.!!I!am!extremely!social!
and!love!to!talk!to!everyone,!and!will!talk!to!everyone.!!!Communication!is!my!goal!for!the!next!
two! years.! ! I! have! not! had! the! opportunity! to! attend! ANC! meetings! because! of! bedtime!
schedules!at!our!house,!but!I!have!wanted!to!know!what!has!been!going!on;!unfortunately!we!
do! not! receive! a! bulletin! nor! have! a! community! page.! ! Thus,! the! first! thing! I! would! do! is!
establish! a! blog! and! newsletter! for! 4C07.! ! ! I! aim! to! identify! block! captains! who! can! help!
disseminate! information! for! those! who! don't! use! the! internet.! ! They! could! also! relay! what!
changes!or!ideas!neighbors!want!their!commissioner!to!work!on.!!!I!hope!to!have!a!cleaner!area!
which! sadly! is! prone! to! a! great! deal! of! litter.! ! I! have! a! goal! of! getting! recycling! bins! ! in! the!
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surrounding!area!on!Georgia!Avenue,!Kansas,!Taylor!and!Upshur!streets!for!4C07.!!I!also!want!
to! involve! everyone! in! the! area.! ! 4C07! includes! home! owners,! condo! owners,! businesses,!
churches!but!also!a! lot!of! renters.! ! I!believe!people!who!rent! in!the!area!are!neglected!and! I!
want! to! be! sure! they! feel! a! part! of! the! community! as!much! as! anyone!who! has! financially!
invested! in! it.! ! ! Lastly,! someone! in! the! area! suggested! some! ANC! meetings! take! place! on!
Saturdays.!!So!I!would!encourage!ANC!commissioners!to!consider!holding!a!meeting!once!every!
3`6!months!on!a!Saturday! so!people!who!cannot!make!weekday!evening!meetings!would!be!
given!a!chance!to!attend.!
%
Sometimes%community%members%advocate%for%a%position%that%is%in%their%narrow%interest,%but%
is%counter%to%broader%cityRwide%interests%and%is%highly%problematic%position%if%all%communities%
across%DC%were%to%act%that%way.%How%will%you%lead%in%such%a%situation?%Give%a%local%example%if%
possible.%
%
It!would!be! important!to!have!evidence!that!the!change! is!greater! for!the!DC!population!and!
then!to!provide!this!information!to!the!community!through!meetings.!!We!must!be!mindful!of!
our!choice!to!live!in!an!urban!area!with!continued!changes,!challenges!and!needs.!But!we!also!
need!to!work!together!to!protect!what!makes!DC!a!great!city!including!the!population!that!has!
grown!up!here!and!wants!to!remain.! !If!the!government!is!committed!to!invest!in!it's!people,!
then!I!am!sure!the!people!will!be!committed!to!accept!changes!and!also!invest!time!and!money!
in!the!city.!! !
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!
Name:&Tinothy(Jones& & & ANC&and&Single&Member&District:&4C08&
!
!
%
What% is% your% stance% on% the% controversy% and% the% resulting% plans% for% the%Old%Hebrew%Home%
redevelopment?%
%
Favored!a!ground!lease.Wanted!more!for!youth!
%
What%are%your%hopes%and/or%concerns%when%it%comes%to%safely%using%and%crossing%Grant%and%
Sherman%Circles?%
%
safety!concerns!are!addressed!
%
How%will%you%work%to%ensure%our%public%spaces%are%safe,%clean%and%inviting,%and%how%will%you%
support%residents%most%at%risk%of%displacement%in%the%neighborhood?%
%
being!proactive!
%
How%do%you%intend%to%build%community%between%new%and%longtime%residents,%who%might%be%
at%odds%concerning%changes%to%the%neighborhood?%
%
being!welcoming!snd!responsive!
%
If%there%were%a%way%to%improve%bus%transit%or%bike%infrastructure%in%your%neighborhood,%but%it%
required%removing%onRstreet%parking,%how%would%you%approach%the%situation?%Give%a%specific%
example%if%possible.%
%
There!is!no!cookle`!cutter!approach!
%
Where%would%you%like%to%see%new%bicycle%lanes,%sidewalks,%or%other%infrastructure%to%make%it%
safer% for% residents,% families,% and% seniors% to% walk% and% bike?%What% are% the% top% Vision% Zero%
priorities%for%your%community?%
%
Where!needed!if!compatable!with!resident!concerns!
%
What%role%do%you%think%your%ANC%could%play% in%addressing%housing%affordability%challenges?%
How%can%your%neighborhood%contribute%its%fair%share%of%the%housing%our%growing%city%needs?%
%
Ground!leases!versus!sale!in!fee!simple!of!DC!owned!property.!Nore.!IZ!projects!
%
%
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What% is% the% biggest% controversy% in% your% neighborhood% not% already% listed% on% this%
questionnaire,%and%what%is%your%position%on%it?%
%
lsck!of!a!comprehemsive!vision!
%
Why%do%you% think%you%are% the%best%person% to% represent%your%SMD?%What’s%your%vision% for%
your%ANC%in%2%years?%
%
Institutional!and!historical!of!what!made!4C!a!community!in!the!past!
%
Sometimes%community%members%advocate%for%a%position%that%is%in%their%narrow%interest,%but%
is%counter%to%broader%cityRwide%interests%and%is%highly%problematic%position%if%all%communities%
across%DC%were%to%act%that%way.%How%will%you%lead%in%such%a%situation?%Give%a%local%example%if%
possible.%
%
Its!hard!to!crystal!ball!on!hypothetlcal!issues!
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!
Name:&Tearsa((Coates&& & ANC&and&Single&Member&District:&4C09&
!
!
%
What%are%your%hopes%and/or%concerns%when%it%comes%to%safely%using%and%crossing%Grant%and%
Sherman%Circles?%
%
Ensuring! that!NPS!maintains! the!mowing!and!adequate! lighting! is! table! stakes.!Ensuring! that!
police!maintain!their!presence,!especially!at!night,! is! table!stakes.!Ensuring!that!residents!can!
continue! to! provide! feedback! on! traffic! patterns! around! the! parks! is! table! stakes.! ! ! ! ! ! My!
greatest!concern!for!the!parks!is!that!the!public!is!able!to!use!them!to!their!fullest!potential!!I!
would! love! to! see! a! diverse! group! of! neighbors! having! picnics! on! the! grass.! It! would! be!
wonderful!to!leave!bicycles!and!scooters!at!the!parks!for!children!to!borrow!when!they!visit.!It!
would!be!great!to!arrange!walking/jogging!meet`ups,!especially!early!morning!and! late! in!the!
evening,!so!residents!can!feel!safe!and!accountable!to!each!other!while!they!exercise.!It's!my!
dream!that!the!parks!become!even!more!integral!to!the!sense!of!community!in!Petworth.!!!
%
How%will%you%work%to%ensure%our%public%spaces%are%safe,%clean%and%inviting,%and%how%will%you%
support%residents%most%at%risk%of%displacement%in%the%neighborhood?%
%
I!will!continue!to!nurture!the!relationships!I've!established!with!MPD.!I!will!continue!to!monitor!
the! list! servs! and!MPD! communications! to! identify! crime! trends! and! pinpoint! specific! public!
safety! issues.! I!will!walk!the!neighborhood!to!personally!assess!areas!for!safety! improvement!
and!continue!to!survey!residents!to!understand!their!primary!safety!concerns.!The!latest!survey!
results! indicate! a! need! for! greater! MPD! presence! on`foot! and! via! bicycles.! Neighbors! also!
request!increased!NSID!oversight!to!stem!violent!crime.!! ! ! I'd!like!to!ensure!that!our!elders!in!
the!community!are!celebrated!and!looked!after.!I!will!invite!Office!of!Aging!and!DCRA!to!house!
meetings!to!ensure!that!our!seniors'!have!access!to!services!they!need!to!age!in!place.!!!!On!the!
ANC!commission!I!will!be!a!voice!for!the!poor!and!underserved!and!ensure!that!developers!are!
held!accountable!for!contributing!to!affordable!housing!when!they!ask!for!ANC!approvals.!!!
%
How%do%you%intend%to%build%community%between%new%and%longtime%residents,%who%might%be%
at%odds%concerning%changes%to%the%neighborhood?%
%
It! is!important!to!me!that!new!neighbors! feel!welcome!and! legacy!neighbors! feel! included!as!
our! community! continues! to! grow.! It! is! not! enough! for! us! to! build! relationships!with! those!
neighbors! with! whom! we! assume! we! have! the! most! in! common.! The! safety,! comfort,! and!
enjoyment!of!our!community!depends!on!our!willingness!to!stretch!beyond!our!comfort!zones!
and!embrace!the!diversity!of!Petworth.!!!!!I'd!like!to!invite!experts!to!facilitate!discussion!about!
the!positive!and!detrimental!impacts!of!gentrification!on!the!neighborhood!and!what!we!can!all!
do! to! create! a!more! inclusive! environment.! I! believe! our! neighborhood! is! overdue! for!more!
constructive! dialogue! about! these! issues.! ! ! ! ! I! would! like! to! introduce! a! Random! Acts! of!
Neighborliness!campaign!to!encourage!residents!to!show!support!and!care!for!neighbors,!both!
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new! and! legacy.! ! ! ! I!will! continue! to! knock! on! doors! and! leverage! low! tech!ways! of! sharing!
community! news,! events,! and! opportunities!with! neighbors!who!do! not! participate! in! digital!
forums.!I!will!personally!encourage!neighbors!who!feel!disconnected!and!disengaged!to!attend!
ANC!meetings!and!to!add!their!own!unique!flavor!to!community!events.!
%
If%there%were%a%way%to%improve%bus%transit%or%bike%infrastructure%in%your%neighborhood,%but%it%
required%removing%onRstreet%parking,%how%would%you%approach%the%situation?%Give%a%specific%
example%if%possible.%
%
I!would!ask!residents!what!they!prefer!and!represent!their!desires!on!the!ANC.!I!would!utilize!
Nextdoor,!ANC!meeting!agendas,!list!servs,!online!surveys,!and!in`person!visits!to!gather!their!
feedback.!!
%
Where%would%you%like%to%see%new%bicycle%lanes,%sidewalks,%or%other%infrastructure%to%make%it%
safer% for% residents,% families,% and% seniors% to% walk% and% bike?%What% are% the% top% Vision% Zero%
priorities%for%your%community?%
%
%
What%role%do%you%think%your%ANC%could%play% in%addressing%housing%affordability%challenges?%
How%can%your%neighborhood%contribute%its%fair%share%of%the%housing%our%growing%city%needs?%
%
I!would!more!strongly!support!developers!that!build!units!with!ample!space!to!house!families!
rather! than! individuals.! I! would! also! enforce! legislation! requiring! large! developments! to! set!
aside! affordable! dwelling! units.! I! am! intrigued! by! our! ANC's! current! practice! of! asking!
developers!to!financially!contribute!to!a!fund!that!supports!affordable!housing.!!
%
What% is% the% biggest% controversy% in% your% neighborhood% not% already% listed% on% this%
questionnaire,%and%what%is%your%position%on%it?%
%
According! to! results! from! the! neighborhood! survey,! there! is! a! resounding! sentiment! from!
legacy! neighbors! that! we! preserve! the! history,! character,! and! diversity! of! Petworth! as! the!
community!develops.!I!fully!support!all!efforts!to!ensure!that!legacy!residents!feel!fully!included!
and!respected!as!we!shape!the!future!of!Petworth.!!
%
Why%do%you% think%you%are% the%best%person% to% represent%your%SMD?%What’s%your%vision% for%
your%ANC%in%2%years?%
%
I!am!a!problem!solver!and!a!consensus!builder.!I!enjoy!prioritizing!the!issues,!collaborating!to!
generate!creative!proposals,!evangelizing!the!vision,!and!bringing!others!along!as!we!execute!
the!solution.!In!two!years,!as!commissioner!of!4C09,!I!will!have!ensured!that!our!neighborhood!
is!known!for!constructive!dialogue!on!inclusion,!access!to!affordable!housing,!acute!attention!to!
senior!citizens,!and!drastically!reduced!violent!crime.!!
%
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Sometimes%community%members%advocate%for%a%position%that%is%in%their%narrow%interest,%but%
is%counter%to%broader%cityRwide%interests%and%is%highly%problematic%position%if%all%communities%
across%DC%were%to%act%that%way.%How%will%you%lead%in%such%a%situation?%Give%a%local%example%if%
possible.%
%
I!believe!that!all!voices!are!valuable!and!that!dissenting!opinions,!especially!minority!interests,!
enhance! idea! generation! and! the! quality! of! proposed! solutions.! Diversity! of! opinion! is! a!
positive.! As! a! consensus! builder,! I! have! experience! identifying! common! interests! despite!
competing! priorities.! ! ! ! ! Ultimately,! it! is! important! to! remember! that! our! elected! officials,!
including!the!Mayor!and!City!Council,!represent!the!desires!of!all!citizens!when!they!establish!
city`wide!priorities.!In!the!spirit!of!democracy,!I!will!respect!these!guidelines!while!serving!as!a!
conduit! for! change! based! on! the! unique! perspectives! I! hear! from! my! constituents.!
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!
Name:&Steven(Feingold& & & ANC&and&Single&Member&District:&4C09&
!
!
%
What% is% your% stance% on% the% controversy% and% the% resulting% plans% for% the%Old%Hebrew%Home%
redevelopment?%
%
Overall!I!am!pleased!with!the!final!plan!for!the!Old!Hebrew!Home.!It!will!provide!a!good!mix!of!
senior,! affordable,! and! market! rate! housing,! and! will! add! needed! homes! close! to! existing!
neighborhood!amenities.!I!thought!the!Our`RFP!process!allowed!for!good!input!from!the!public!
and!the!ANCs.!I!personally!would!have!preferred!a!higher!percentage!of!market!rate!housing,!
but!believe!the!overall!number!of!units!is!compatible!with!a!site!so!close!to!the!Metro!and!bus!
lines!along!Georgia,!New!Hampshire!and!14th!St.!!
%
What%are%your%hopes%and/or%concerns%when%it%comes%to%safely%using%and%crossing%Grant%and%
Sherman%Circles?%
%
The!recent!changes!made!to!both!Circles!have!been!great.!Narrowing!the!driving!and!turning!
lanes!has!made!drivers!more!attentive,!and!I!feel!safer!crossing!the!Circles!on!foot.!We!need!to!
ensure! that!DDOT!makes! these!changes!permanent!by!adding!concrete!pedestrian! islands!or!
planters! and! not! leaving! safety! only! to! the! temporary! bollards! and! paint! (which! are! already!
showing! wear! after! less! than! a! year).! I! liked! DDOT’s! process! of! trying! out! the! one`lane!
configuration! to! get! real`world! data! on! the! results! of! traffic! changes! and! meeting! with! the!
community!before!and!after!the!tests!to!get!neighborhood!input.!!
%
How%will%you%work%to%ensure%our%public%spaces%are%safe,%clean%and%inviting,%and%how%will%you%
support%residents%most%at%risk%of%displacement%in%the%neighborhood?%
%
One! of! the! ANC’s! most! important! roles! is! to! make! sure! city! agencies! are! responsive! when!
citizens!report!unsafe!or!unclean!conditions.!Making!sure!residents!know!to!use!311!and!that!
the! City! is! properly! responding! to! those! issues! is! key! to! the! proper! upkeep! of! the! District.!
Unfortunately! there! are! too!many! sidewalk! repairs! and! other! requests! that! go! unfixed! even!
after!multiple! 311! reports.! As! a! commissioner,! I!will!work! diligently! to!make! sure! the! City! is!
responding!to!the!problems!reported!by!residents.!! ! !The!best!example!I!can!think!of! for!how!
commissioners! can! help! residents! at! risk! of! displacement! comes! from! neighboring! ANC! 4D.!
Commissioners!there!were!able!to!elevate!problems!and! inconsistencies! in!DC!Water’s!billing!
practices!during!the!rollout!of!new!water!meters.!Some!residents!were!receiving!incorrect!bills!
and!not!getting!the!proper!amount!of!attention!from!DC!Water.!While!merely!an!inconvenience!
for!many,!financial!problems!like!these!can!be!the!final!push!that!forces!at`risk!residents!out!of!
the!neighborhood.!
%
%
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How%do%you%intend%to%build%community%between%new%and%longtime%residents,%who%might%be%
at%odds%concerning%changes%to%the%neighborhood?%
%
Petworth!is!home!to!a!lot!of!great!local!business!and!events!that!help!to!foster!a!strong!sense!of!
community.! It! is! through! these! informal! interactions! that!a! strong! neighborhood! is!built.! For!
specific!changes!that!are!creating!conflict!between!neighbors,!I!believe!the!role!of!the!ANC!is!to!
help! foster! constructive!dialogue! so! that! residents! can,!at! the! least,!understand!each!other’s!
views.!As!a!commissioner,!I!would!also!look!to!examples!from!neighboring!ANCs!to!see!whether!
and!how!they!were!able!to!handle!similar!differences!of!viewpoints!from!their!residents.!!
%
If%there%were%a%way%to%improve%bus%transit%or%bike%infrastructure%in%your%neighborhood,%but%it%
required%removing%onRstreet%parking,%how%would%you%approach%the%situation?%Give%a%specific%
example%if%possible.%
%
Over! the! past! few! years,! the! District! has! seen! an! increase! in! alternatives! to! get! around,!
including! bikeshare,! ridesharing! and! most! recently,! electric! scooters.! Not! everyone! can! use!
these!options! to!get!around,!but! those!who!do! are! reducing!demand! for! parking! spaces!and!
ultimately! making! existing! parking! more! available! for! those! who! need! or! want! to! drive.! I!
consider! improvements!that!make! it!easier!to!bike!or!take!the!bus!to!be! just!as! important!as!
making!driving!easier.!The!recent!changes!to!Sherman!Circle!caused!the!loss!of!a!few!on`street!
parking!spaces,!but!like!most!of!the!neighborhood,!the!affected!homes!have!parking!available!
off! of! the! alley.! In! this! case,! improving! bike! and! bus! infrastructure! comes! ahead! of! the!
convenience!of!street!parking!over!alley!parking.!
%
Where%would%you%like%to%see%new%bicycle%lanes,%sidewalks,%or%other%infrastructure%to%make%it%
safer% for% residents,% families,% and% seniors% to% walk% and% bike?%What% are% the% top% Vision% Zero%
priorities%for%your%community?%
%
The!Rock!Creek!East!Livability!study!calls! for!a!number!of!pedestrian!and!bike! improvements,!
which! I! generally!agree!with.!The!most! important! to!me!are! improvements! for! crossing!New!
Hampshire!Ave.!These!include!curb!extensions!like!those!on!Georgia!Ave!and!putting!in!a!traffic!
light! at! Quincy! and! NH.! The! City! also! needs! to! make! it! clear! that! walking! is! considered!
important.!There!are!far!too!many!uneven!sidewalks!that!get!reported!to!311!but!not!acted!on.!
There! are! also! a! lot! of! retaining!walls! and! shrubs! partially! blocking! sidewalks.! The! bus! stop!
closest!to!my!house!has!a!utility!pole!right!in!the!middle!of!the!sidewalk!!And!these!problems!
are! especially! concerning! for! people! trying! to!move! about! the! neighborhood! in!wheelchairs,!
with!strollers,!or!with!carts!to!buy!groceries!or!do!laundry.!If!the!city!is!serious!about!inclusion!
and!safety,!it!needs!to!tackle!these!easy!issues.!!!!!I!think!the!single!biggest!thing!the!City!needs!
to! do! for! Vision! Zero! is! to! have! actual! enforcement! of! speeding! and! reckless! driving.! A! few!
cameras!that!commuters!quickly!memorize!the!locations!of!is!not!a!sufficient!substitute.!
%
%
%
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What%role%do%you%think%your%ANC%could%play% in%addressing%housing%affordability%challenges?%
How%can%your%neighborhood%contribute%its%fair%share%of%the%housing%our%growing%city%needs?%
%
Affordability! is! a!major!problem! for!our!neighborhood,!but,! the!ANC,!unfortunately,! can't!do!
much.!Not!only!are!some!long!time!residents!being!displaced,!but!ever`rising!housing!prices!are!
burdening! middle`income! and! higher! earners! as! well,! reducing! the! amount! of! disposable!
income! that! could! be! going! to! our! local! businesses! and! community! events.! The!ANC! should!
continue!to!support!large!buildings!along!Georgia!Ave!and!near!the!Metro.!Slight!increases!in!
density! in!more!residential!areas!can!be!accomplished!with!condo!conversions!and!accessory!
dwellings.! But! developers!must! be! responsive,! perform! only! permitted!work,! and! not! create!
nuisance! conditions! for! neighbors! during! construction.! Poor! behavior! from!developers! is! not!
just!bad!on!its!face,!but!can!contribute!to!anti`development!sentiments!across!the!board.!I!also!
think!that!increased!revenue!from!additional!housing!has!to!go!to!improving!our!public!spaces!
so!that!everyone!can!enjoy!quality!of!life!improvements!as!a!result!of!development.!
%
What% is% the% biggest% controversy% in% your% neighborhood% not% already% listed% on% this%
questionnaire,%and%what%is%your%position%on%it?%
%
At!the!request!of!Varnum!Street!residents,!DDOT!recently!changed!traffic!patterns!for!vehicles!
coming!off!Rock!Creek!Church!Rd.!At!the!community!meetings! I!attended,!there!was!a! lot!of!
anger!from!some!residents!at!the!potential!for!increased!traffic,!especially!on!Webster!Street.!I!
agreed! with! the! recommendations! from! DDOT,! because! I! agreed! that! the! changes! would!
improve! traffic! flow,!especially! for! inbound!New!Hampshire!Ave!traffic!by!better!utilizing!the!
signalized! intersection!with!Webster.!DDOT!has!not!yet!published!updated!traffic! counts,!but!
once! those! data! are! released,! I! expect! and! hope! that!DDOT!will! be! soliciting! feedback! from!
residents!on!how!the!changes!have!played!out.!!
%
Why%do%you% think%you%are% the%best%person% to% represent%your%SMD?%What’s%your%vision% for%
your%ANC%in%2%years?%
%
I!have!been!involved!in!the!community!for!several!years,!by!attending!and!contributing!to!ANC!
and!DDOT!meetings.!I!worked!with!Amy!Hemingway!from!ANC!4D!and!the!National!Park!Service!
to!bring!benches!back!to!Sherman!Circle!and!helped!lead!a!Casey!Trees!planting!in!Grant!and!
Sherman!Circles!that!added!30!trees!to!these!signature!Petworth!parks.!I've!led!trash!cleanups!
at!Grant!Circle!and!organized!a!volunteer!effort!to!repaint!the!benches!there.!I’m!a!contributor!
to!the!Petworth!News!blog!and!regularly!attend!community!events!like!Petworth!Jazz.!!!!I!hope!
in!2!years!that!ANC!4C!is!still!a!vibrant,!diverse!place!to!live!for!long`time!residents,!newcomers,!
families,!and!individuals.!!
%
%
%
%
%
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Sometimes%community%members%advocate%for%a%position%that%is%in%their%narrow%interest,%but%
is%counter%to%broader%cityRwide%interests%and%is%highly%problematic%position%if%all%communities%
across%DC%were%to%act%that%way.%How%will%you%lead%in%such%a%situation?%Give%a%local%example%if%
possible.%
%
Community! leaders! need! to! always! be! looking! at! the! bigger! picture,! but! are! ultimately!
responsible! to! their! local! constituents.! The! construction! of! new! short! term! housing! for!
homeless! residents!at!5th!and!Kennedy! is!a!great!example.! It! is!widely!agreed! that! having!a!
single,!central!location!for!homeless!housing!at!DC!General!was!not!in!the!City!or!its!homeless!
residents'!interest.!But!choosing!sites!for!the!smaller!buildings!was!inevitably!going!to!lead!to!
some!local!pushback.!Including!additional!public!amenities!at!the!shelter!sites!is!the!best!way!to!
address!those!concerns.!In!the!case!of!the!Ward!4!shelter!site,!Kennedy!Street!was!already!in!
the! process! of! getting! a! lot! of! infrastructure! upgrades,! facade! improvements! and! other!
investment!by!the!City!that!will!help!balance!out!the!potential!impacts!of!the!new!shelter!on!
the! lives! of! the! existing! residents.! As! a! commissioner,! I!would! seek! to! broker! these! types! of!
compromises! as! the! best! way! to! resolve! conflicts! when! the! City! needs! Petworth! to! act! on!
behalf!of!the!greater!good.!
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!
Name:&Jonah(Goodman& & & ANC&and&Single&Member&District:&4C10&
!
!
%
What% is% your% stance% on% the% controversy% and% the% resulting% plans% for% the%Old%Hebrew%Home%
redevelopment?%
%
I!supported!ANC!4C’s!resolution!selecting!Victory!Housing!and!Brinshore!Development!for!the!
redevelopment! of! the! Hebrew! Home.! The! project! was! ideal! from! my! viewpoint! on! several!
issues.! The! proposal! included! 150! affordable! units! out! of! the! 187! being! built,! 88! of! those!
dedicated! to! ! senior! housing.! This! property! has! sat! vacant! for! years! while! our! community!
struggles!with!density!concerns!and!market!forces!that!are!pushing!senior!residents!out!of!our!
community.!Further!this!project!is!1,000!feet!from!the!Petworth!Metro!station.!The!conditions!
are! optimal! for! both! addressing! affordable! housing! needs! in! our! community! and! for! adding!
density.! ! ! ! !The!District,!and! in!particular!DMPED,!has!some!process!improvement! issues!they!
need!to!address!in!terms!of!community!outreach!and!updates.!DMPED!also!needs!to!be!more!
clear!with!developers!on! similar! future!projects! regarding! subsidies! to!make!proposals!easier!
for!communities!to!compare.!Also!this!project!was!hampered!by!the!PUD!litigation!happening!
and! could! have! used! some! legislative! solutions! to! allow! stronger! community! benefits.! These!
issues!made!it!harder!for!the!District!to!explain!the!role!for!the!community!and!the!ANC!to!play!
despite!this!being!an!Our!RFP!project.!
%
What%are%your%hopes%and/or%concerns%when%it%comes%to%safely%using%and%crossing%Grant%and%
Sherman%Circles?%
%
My!SMD!borders!on!Grant!Circle!and!it!is!my!neighborhood's!largest!public!space.!I!support!the!
traffic! calming!changes!made! to! the!approach! to! the!circle!as!well! as! the!bike! lanes.! I!would!
strongly! support! protected! bike! lanes! here! if! there! were! not! significant! ADA! compliance!
concerns!with!WMATA!bus! stops! also! on! the! circle.! I! hope! that!more! residents! utilize!Grant!
Circle,!and!Sherman!Circle,!as!public!green!space.!The!more!we!as!a!community!believe!this!is!a!
common!shared!space!the!more!I!believe!we!will!support!slowing!vehicular!traffic!to!allow!safe!
pedestrian!access.!I!think!the!next!step!would!be!for!DDOT!to!test!bulb!outs!at!each!cross!walk!
to!raise!the!visibility!of!pedestrian!traffic.!Since!we!already!see!some!of!the!flexipost!barriers!
knocked! over! by! cars! it! would! be! great! to! test! more! permanent! structures.! New! York,!
Pittsburgh,! Los!Angeles,! and!Oakland!are! testing!pre`fab!bulb! outs!and!bus!boarding! islands.!
When!we!install!bulb!outs!on!Upshur,!after!repaving,!DDOT!should!include!Grant!Circle.!
%
How%will%you%work%to%ensure%our%public%spaces%are%safe,%clean%and%inviting,%and%how%will%you%
support%residents%most%at%risk%of%displacement%in%the%neighborhood?%
%
Housing!is!a!common!denominator!in!all!of!these!issues.!We!have!pockets!of!vacant!property!
that!should!be!returned!to!viable!housing!and!empty!mixed!use!retail!that!should!be!supporting!
our!neighborhoods.!Prolonged!multi`year!vacancies!deprive!us!of!new!housing!that!can!lessen!
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the!pressure!on!neighbors! to! sell! and! leave!our! community.! It! also!denies!us! local! retail! that!
creates!jobs!and!services!beneficial!to!our!neighbors.!We!often!look!at!development!projects!as!
negative! impacts! that! change! our! neighborhood,! but!we! have! the! potential! to! try! to! shape!
responsible!development!here! that!maximizes!affordable,! family`sized,!and! senior!housing! to!
make!sure!we!don't!price!out!those!who!want!to!contribute!to!our!community.!In!particular!I!
would! like!to!see!ANC!4C!adopt!some!policies!and!publicize!them!for!developers!on!what!we!
would!like!to!see!in!our!community.!I!think!projects!that!address!vacant!properties,!go!beyond!
legal!minimums!for!affordable!housing,!provide!accessible!housing,!and!senior!housing!should!
be! generally! encouraged! by! ANC! 4C.! Additionally! developments! with! mixed! use! retail! that!
recruits!healthcare!and!childcare!related!businesses,! locally!owned!businesses,!and!workforce!
development!offices!should!encouraged.!ANC!4C!could!publicly!adopt!these!recommendations!
and! provide! guidance! to! developers! about! what! we! want! to! see! built! and! where! in! our!
community.!The!current!PUD!pathway!is!not!a!viable!route!anymore!for!communities!to!shape!
development! so! we! should! be! actively! looking! for! new! options! to! create! a! more! inviting!
neighborhood.!!!
%
How%do%you%intend%to%build%community%between%new%and%longtime%residents,%who%might%be%
at%odds%concerning%changes%to%the%neighborhood?%
%
The! 4C10! community! is! wonderfully! close.! The! neighborhood! hosts! numerous! block! parties,!
takes!care!of!each!other,!and!supports!our!local!business!community.!We!have!also!seen!more!
row!home!development!in!this!district!than!any!others!in!all!of!4C.!The!changes!put!pressure!on!
our!blocks!but!in!most!cases!residents!have!worked!closely!together!to!advocate!for!each!other.!
I!think!being!able!to!welcome!each!other!into!our!houses!for!community!meetings!will!continue!
to! keep! us! aware! of! our! neighbor's! needs.! As! a! Commissioner! I! want! to! continue! to! bring!
developers!to!meetings!to!hear!residents'!needs!and!concerns!and!mediate!those!discussions!
when!needed.!As! long!as!we!continue! to! support!each!other!and!understand!how!one!block!
supports!another!we!will!be!a!strong,!diverse,!and!supportive!community.!!!
%
If%there%were%a%way%to%improve%bus%transit%or%bike%infrastructure%in%your%neighborhood,%but%it%
required%removing%onRstreet%parking,%how%would%you%approach%the%situation?%Give%a%specific%
example%if%possible.%
%
DDOT!is!looking!to!install!a!Capital!Bikeshare!in!my!SMD.!In!order!to!do!so!they!need!to!remove!
some! on`street! parking! for! the! station! since! our! sidewalks! are! not! wide! enough.! The! two!
parking!spaces!would!yield!space!for!19!bicycles.!If!we!are!being!realistic!with!our!situation!in!
4C!we!probably!have!more!cars!now!than!street!parking!on!the!average!block.!If!we!don't!start!
having! hard! conversations! about! the! value! of! street! parking! it!will! only! be! harder! and!more!
divisive!as!density! increases.! I! also! recognize! that! if!we!want! to!keep! senior! residents! in! the!
community!who!depend!on!their!vehicle!for!mobility!we!need!to!find!ways!to!support!parking!
needs.! For! the! Capital! Bikeshare! there! was! an! opportunity! to! add! street! parking! nearby! in!
addition!to!the!bike!station.!We!can't!do!this!everywhere!but!we!should!be!looking!for!options!
so!its!not!an!either/or!situation!when!we!want!to!add!multi`modal!infrastructure.!!!
%
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Where%would%you%like%to%see%new%bicycle%lanes,%sidewalks,%or%other%infrastructure%to%make%it%
safer% for% residents,% families,% and% seniors% to% walk% and% bike?%What% are% the% top% Vision% Zero%
priorities%for%your%community?%
%
This!past!term!I!worked!with!DDOT!on!a!few!projects,!that!not!yet!implemented,!are!looking!at!
safety!issues!in!my!SMD:!!!`!Illinois!Avenue!between!Upshur!and!Grant!Circle!is!being!changed!to!
one`way! northbound! to! address! one! of! the!more! dangerous! intersections! for! pedestrians! ! `!
DDOT!is!going!to!be!repaving!Upshur!and!once!completed!will!allow!for!more!improvements!!`!
Once!paved!DDOT!will!install!bulb`outs!on!Upshur!at!the!60!bus!stops!!`!DDOT!has!begun!traffic!
calming!projects!on!Rock!Creek!Church!Road!at!Harewood!and!Webster!to!address!one!of!the!
more!dangerous!roadways!in!my!SMD!!!!Looking!ahead!most!of!my!focus!is!on!the!Rock!Creek!
Church! Road! (RCC)! segment! in!my! SMD:! ! `! Installing! crosswalks! at! bus! stops! on!RCC! and/or!
working! with! WMATA! to! move! stops! to! crosswalks! for! pedestrian! safety! ! `! Determining!
solutions!to!finish!the!dedicated!bike!lane!on!RCC!and!options!for!lane!protection!at!the!road!
bends!!`!Working!with!Safe!Routes!to!School!on!RCC!to!make!the!Upshur!and!RCC!intersection!
safer!for!both!families!accessing!the!Soldiers!Home!campus!as!well!as!our!veteran!neighbors!!!
%
What%role%do%you%think%your%ANC%could%play% in%addressing%housing%affordability%challenges?%
How%can%your%neighborhood%contribute%its%fair%share%of%the%housing%our%growing%city%needs?%
%
ANC!4C!has!had!a!couple!of!options!to!support!affordable!housing!with!both!the!Hebrew!Home!
development,! Petworth! Place! TOPA!process,!Hope!Coop! among!others.! I! have! supported! all!
affordable!housing!requests!that!have!come!to!4C!during!my!time!as!a!Commissioner.! I! think!
though!we!have!a!bigger!opportunity!to!add!affordable!housing!in!our!more!common!smaller`
scale! development,! such! as! the! frequent! single! family! rowhome! to! three! unit! condo!
conversions! we! see.! I! am! working! on! a! proposal! to! ask! ANC! 4C! to! announce! and! publish!
preliminary!support!for!common!special!exception!and!variance!requests.!In!return,!applicants!
would!need!to!agree!to!add!affordable!housing!beyond!the!inclusionary!zoning!requirements,!
returning! vacant! and! blighted! properties! to! useful! housing,! providing!workforce! housing,! or!
financial!contribution!to!Housing!Production!Trust!Fund.!There!will!need!to!be!nuance!to!this!
since! each! of! those! needs! have! different! financial! costs.! The! hope! is! that! by! signaling! to!
developers!where!we!want!them!to!invest!and!in!return!providing!support!they!may!be!inclined!
to! take! on! these! projects.! The! draft! of! the! policy! can! be! viewed! here:!
http://bit.ly/ANC4Cdevelopment!!!
%
What% is% the% biggest% controversy% in% your% neighborhood% not% already% listed% on% this%
questionnaire,%and%what%is%your%position%on%it?%
%
We!already!talked!about!density!and!development!but!it!is!one!of!the!most!common!concerns!I!
hear.! 4C10! has! seen! a! higher! percentage! of! BZA! special! exceptions! for! larger! build! requests!
than!the!other!nine!4C!districts.!My!goal!is!to!not!react!to!these!as!they!come!up!but!address!
density!across!the!SMD!beforehand.!The!challenge!neighbors!typically!bring!up!is!how!much!is!
changing! without! input! from! current! residents.! I! do! think! that! we! should! be! open! to! any!
residents!who!want!to!call!our!neighborhood!home!and!contribute!to!our!community.!I!hope!4C!
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will! adopt! my! development! plan,! or! something! similar,! that! allows! us! as! a! community! to!
prioritize!what!we!want! to! see.! This!would! also! allow! the! community! to! discuss! family`sized!
housing,!affordable!housing,!and!senior!housing,!all!common!requests!I!hear!from!neighbors.!
%
Why%do%you% think%you%are% the%best%person% to% represent%your%SMD?%What’s%your%vision% for%
your%ANC%in%2%years?%
%
I!don't!think!I!am!the!best!person!to!represent!my!SMD,!but!I!am!certainly!willing!to!put!in!the!
work.!My!goal!for!my!time!on!ANC!4C!has!been!to!help!demystify!both!what!the!ANC!does!as!
well!as!help!residents!understand!how!our!District!works!for!them.!My!goals!are:!!`!Continue!to!
increase! transparency! around! how! the! ANC! functions! and! thinks! about! decisions! ! `! Pass!
development! guidelines,! as!mentioned! in! previous! questions,! to! have! a! vision! for!where!we!
want!density!and!what!that!should!look!like!!`!Advocate!at!the!District!agency!level!for!process!
fixes!that!could!increase!resident!participation!(e.g.!having!BZA!move!to!timed!hearings!to!make!
it!easier! for!a!wider!range!of!residents!to!testify!at!hearings)! ! `!Advocate!for!more!open!data!
and!data!transparency!to!help!our!community!(e.g.!PaveDC!is!visually!interesting!but!provides!
no!timeline!data!for!projects!to!be!useful!for!residents)!
%
Sometimes%community%members%advocate%for%a%position%that%is%in%their%narrow%interest,%but%
is%counter%to%broader%cityRwide%interests%and%is%highly%problematic%position%if%all%communities%
across%DC%were%to%act%that%way.%How%will%you%lead%in%such%a%situation?%Give%a%local%example%if%
possible.%
%
Currently!a!handful!of!Commissioners!in!4C,!myself!included,!are!working!on!policies!that!will!
cover! our! full! Commission! area.! We! are! looking! at! consistent! settlement! agreements! and!
sidewalk! seating! treatment! for! business! across! 4C.!We! are! also! looking! at! options! to! apply!
development!goals!across!the!area.!We!currently!tend!to!decide!cases!differently!depending!on!
whose!SMD!they!are!in!and!that!is!not!an!effective!way!to!manage!cases!fairly.!We!need!to!look!
at!housing!consistently!so!that!one!side!of!a!street!in!4C10!is!treated!the!same!the!other!side!of!
the!street!in!4C08.!Neighbors!on!the!same!block!don't!see!arbitrary!ANC!boundaries!and!want!
to!be!treated!fairly!and!equally.!!
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!
Name:&Renee(Bowser&& & ANC&and&Single&Member&District:&4D02&
!
!
%
What% will% you% do% as% commissioner% to% address% crime% and% public% safety% concerns% in% your%
community?%What% is% your% opinion%of% the%NEAR%Act,% and%how%will% you% engage%with% it% as% a%
commissioner?%
%
Foremost,!I!think!sustained!public!safety!will!come!about!when!there!is!real!public!justice!and!
real!on!the!ground!opportunity!for!all!DC!residents.!!I!support!the!NEAR!Act,!its!public!health!
approach! to! violence! prevention,! and! its! initiatives! to! identify! individuals! who! are! at! risk! of!
participating!in!violence!or!being!a!violence!victims!and!attempt!to!remedy!factors!that!create!
these!risks.!!Actions!to!ameliorate!the!risks!should!include!real!job!training!that!produces!jobs!
that! can! support! living! in!DC! and! programs!which! broaden! individuals'! perspectives! past! the!
poverty! in!which! they!are! trapped!and!help! them!resolve!conflicts! in!a!more!positive!way.! ! I!
agree!with!engaging!mental!and!behavioral!experts!in!the!MPD!because!individuals!who!suffer!
great!disparities,!including!those!with!incarcerated!parents,!are!at!greater!risk!of!violence.!!As!a!
commissioner,!I!want!to!know!how!the!violence!interrupters!for!Ward!4!have!been!selected!and!
specifically!what!plans!and!tools!they!will!use!to!uplift!the!conditions!of!individuals!who!have!
suffered! and! committed! violence! in! the! community.! ! I!want! to! know!what! types! of! conduct!
prompt!police!to!stop!and!frisk!individuals!in!DC!and!what!factors!police!use!as!the!basis!for!the!
stops.!
%
What% are% your% hopes% and/or% concerns% regarding% the% developments% along% Kennedy% Street%
NW?%How%would%you%encourage%more%shops%in%the%area?%
%
I!hope!that!DC!government!agencies!listen!to!the!concerns!of!the!businesses!that!actually!exist!
on! Kennedy! Street! as! they! struggle! to! survive.! !A! resident! of!my! SMD!who!owns! a! Kennedy!
Street!business!complained!of!not!being!directly!consulted!and!notified!by!DDOT!and!DC!Water!
of! their! construction! plans! and! street! disruptions.! ! I! believe! that! residents! of! Ward! 4,!
particularly!those!who!live!close!to!Kennedy!Street!should!be!surveyed!as!to!what!businesses!
would!be!most!helpful!to!them.!!Such!a!survey!should!be!broader!than!an!online!survey!which!
reaches!a!limited!demographic.!!
%
What%are%your%hopes%and/or%concerns%when%it%comes%to%safely%using%and%crossing%Grant%and%
Sherman%Circles?%
%
I!think!Grant!Circle!and!Sherman!Circle!are!generally!safe.!!Another!sign!needs!to!be!placed!on!
the! southbound!exit!onto!New!Hampshire!Avenue! leaving!Grant!Circle!because! some!drivers!
are!making!carving!out!a!2nd! lane!next! to! the!Church.! ! If! there!are! still! problems,!DDOT!can!
install!flashing!lights!when!pedestrians!are!in!the!cross`walks.!!!!!
%
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If%there%were%a%way%to%improve%bus%transit%or%bike%infrastructure%in%your%neighborhood,%but%it%
required%removing%onRstreet%parking,%how%would%you%approach%the%situation?%Give%a%specific%
example%if%possible.%
%
Prioritizing!bus!transit!because!bus!transit!can!be!used!by!riders!with!children,!disabled!riders,!
riders! with! large! items,! and! riders,! including! bikers,! in! inclement! weather.! ! Currently,! it! is!
unnecessary! to! remove! parking! lanes! on! the! larger! streets! in! my! SMD—Kansas! Ave.,! New!
Hampshire!Ave.,!and!Kennedy!St.—in!order!to!accommodate!bus!travel.!!These!streets!are!large!
enough!for!parking!lanes,!bicycle!lanes,!and!bus!travel!in!either!direction.!!Complete!removal!of!
parking! during! rush! hour! or! during! week! days! on! streets! for! dedicated! bus! lanes! may! be!
reasonable! if! such! action!would! substantially! speed! bus! travel.! ! Removing! on`street! parking!
from!one!side!of!smaller!streets!should!be!considered!it!if!bus!transit!added!to!those!streets!can!
be!made!reliable!at!more!hours!of!the!day!and!night!and!in!all!weather!conditions.!!!!Removing!
on`street!parking!for!bicycle!lanes!requires!a!more!stringent!balancing!test!because!bicycles!do!
not!transport!as!many!people!for!as!many!purposes! in!as!many!weather!conditions.! ! I!would!
weigh!the!environmental!benefits!of!biking,!the!number!of!residents!served!by!biking,!and!the!
purposes!biking!can!serve!against!the!benefits!of!vehicle!use,!the!numbers!of!residents!who!can!
be! served! by! vehicles,! and! where! residents! will! store! their! vehicles! if! there! is! no! on`street!
parking! or! parking! on! only! one`side! of! the! street.! ! I! would! also! examine! the! impact! on!
customers!of!small!businesses!along!Kennedy!Street!who!do!not!live!near!the!area.!!!
%
Where%would%you%like%to%see%new%bicycle%lanes,%sidewalks,%or%other%infrastructure%to%make%it%
safer% for% residents,% families,% and% seniors% to% walk% and% bike?%What% are% the% top% Vision% Zero%
priorities%for%your%community?%
%
I!would! like! to! see!DDOT! repair! broken! and! uneven! sidewalks.! ! This!would!make! our! blocks!
safer! for! pedestrians,! particularly! seniors,! wheelchair! bound! and! other! disabled! pedestrians,!
strollers,!and!bicyclists.! !I!want!to!make!sure!all! intersections!are!clearly!marked!with! lighting!
over!the!intersections!so!that!drivers!can!see!the!markings!at!night.!!I!want!to!see!4`way!stop!
signs!at!dangerous!intersections!where!there!have!been!numerous!accidents,!including!1st!and!
Ingraham!Sts.,!NW,!2nd!and!Gallatin!Sts.,!NW,!and!4th!and!Kennedy!Sts.,!NW.! ! I!want!to!see!
clear,!helpful!signage!at!5`way!intersections!such!as!the!4th/Hamilton/Kansas!Ave.!intersection.!
%
What%role%do%you%think%your%ANC%could%play% in%addressing%housing%affordability%challenges?%
How%can%your%neighborhood%contribute%its%fair%share%of%the%housing%our%growing%city%needs?%
%
My!ANC!should!address!housing!affordability!by!recognizing!the!many!forms!of!gentrification!
that! have! contributed! to! unaffordable! housing! and! displacement,! including! the! City’s!
destruction!of!public!housing!units!without!one`for`one!replacement,!the!displacement!of!low!
income! residents! by! refusing! to! enforce! housing! codes! in! rent`controlled! buildings,! the!
giveaway! of! District`owned! land! with! minimal! affordable! housing! requirements,! and!
commercial!bank!discrimination!against!Black!and!Latino!residents!seeking!mortgages.!!My!ANC!
should! oppose! the!Mayor’s! proposed!Comp!Plan! amendments! because! they! remove! current!
requirements!that!the!Zoning!Commission!assess!the!adverse! impacts!of! large!developments,!
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including! the!displacement!of!neighborhood! residents.! ! In!addition,! the!proposed!Comp!Plan!
amendments! fail! to! define! affordable! housing! or! link! affordable! housing! to! density! and!
therefore!would!allow!the!Zoning!Commission!to!approve!development!that!largely!ignores!the!
affordable!housing!crisis.! !My!ANC!can!contribute!to!affordable!housing!by!pressuring!Council!
and!agencies!to!enforce!housing!codes,!pass!legislation!to!place!additional!buildings!under!rent!
control,! oppose! displacement! of! low! income! families! at! Brookland!Manor,! Barry! Farms,! and!
oppose! high! end! condos! on! the! Crummell! School! site! when! Ivy! City! community! needs! a!
recreation!and!community!center,!library,!and!affordable!housing.!
%
What% is% the% biggest% controversy% in% your% neighborhood% not% already% listed% on% this%
questionnaire,%and%what%is%your%position%on%it?%
%
In!my!SMD,!several!residents!with!children!have!complained!that!they!are!unable!to!send!their!
children!to!charter!schools!in!our!neighborhood!even!though!their!taxes!support!these!schools.!!
I!believe!that!there!should!be!certain!slots!set!aside!for!neighborhood!residents.! ! In!addition,!
several! residents! complain!about! the! loss!of! recreation! space! in!our!SMD.! ! I! think! the!public!
school!playgrounds!should!be!reopened!to!the!public!during!non`school!hours!and!weekends!
due! to! the! paucity! of! recreation! space! in! our! community.! ! I! also! believe! that! the! District!
government! should! approach! the! National! Park! Service! about! use! of! NPS! land! bordering!
Missouri!Avenue!between!3rd!and!4th!Sts.,!NW!for!recreation!purposes.!
%
Why%do%you% think%you%are% the%best%person% to% represent%your%SMD?%What’s%your%vision% for%
your%ANC%in%2%years?%
%
I!believe!I!can!ably!represent!my!SMD!by!using!my!expertise!in!community!activism,!lawyering,!
labor,!and!trade!unionism!to!help!elevate!the!conditions!of!working!class!people!and!advance!
community!more!broadly!so!that!all!of!DC’s!people,!particularly!those!confronted!with!racial,!
ethnic,!and!other!types!of!oppression,!may!experience!real!opportunity!and!achievement.!
%
Sometimes%community%members%advocate%for%a%position%that%is%in%their%narrow%interest,%but%
is%counter%to%broader%cityRwide%interests%and%is%highly%problematic%position%if%all%communities%
across%DC%were%to%act%that%way.%How%will%you%lead%in%such%a%situation?%Give%a%local%example%if%
possible.%
%
I!think!an!example!of!certain!residents!calling!for!a!certain!policy!without!fully!considering!the!
consequences!of!such!a!policy!is!the!call!by!certain!residents!for!loitering!and/or!stop!and!frisk!
laws.! ! These! laws! have! been! used! to! target!marginalized! groups! of! all! stripes,! have! violated!
individual! rights,! and! have! failed! to! make! residents! safer! where! they! have! been! employed.
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!
Name:&Aaron(Polkey& & & ANC&and&Single&Member&District:&4D03&
!
!
%
What% will% you% do% as% commissioner% to% address% crime% and% public% safety% concerns% in% your%
community?%What% is% your% opinion%of% the%NEAR%Act,% and%how%will% you% engage%with% it% as% a%
commissioner?%
%
I! support! the!NEAR!Act.! As! a! commissioner,! I!will! advocate! for! creating! space! for! innovative!
solutions! to! have! a! chance! to! succeed.!While! it! is! challenging! to! ask! that! crime! victims! and!
communities! be! patient! while! criminal! activity! is! in! progress,! the! roots! of! crime! are!
generational! issues! for! which! there! are! no! quick! fixes.! While! many! circumstances! require!
immediate! action,! we! must! balance! short`term! solutions! with! the! long`term! commitments!
necessary!to!truly!move!away!from!incarceration!models.!
%
What% are% your% hopes% and/or% concerns% regarding% the% developments% along% Kennedy% Street%
NW?%How%would%you%encourage%more%shops%in%the%area?%
%
I! will! encourage! ANC! 4D! to! wrap! its! arms! around! the! new! family! shelter! in! a! hospitable,!
welcoming,!and!charitable!manner! so! that!our! temporary!neighbors!will! feel!welcome! in!our!
community.! If!we!create!more!opportunities! for!community`building,!special!events,! festivals,!
and!other!draws!to!Kennedy!Street,!we!could!potentially!create!the!groundswell!that!has!made!
Upshur!Street!such!a!success.!!
%
What%are%your%hopes%and/or%concerns%when%it%comes%to%safely%using%and%crossing%Grant%and%
Sherman%Circles?%
%
Traffic!needs!to!be!calmed!on!5th!Street!and!Kansas!Avenue,! in!both!cases!between!Gallatin!
and!Decatur.! If! the! light! is!green!at!5th!and!Kansas,!both!of!these!strips!becomes!speedways!
encouraging!cars!to!fly!into!both!Grant!and!Sherman!Circles.!
%
If%there%were%a%way%to%improve%bus%transit%or%bike%infrastructure%in%your%neighborhood,%but%it%
required%removing%onRstreet%parking,%how%would%you%approach%the%situation?%Give%a%specific%
example%if%possible.%
%
Especially!in!the!case!of!bus!transit,!I!am!inclined!to!prioritize!on`street!parking!removal!for!the!
greater!good.!However,!these!matters!are!highly!subjective.!Much!depends!on!the!number!of!
spaces,! as! well! as! whether! affected! neighbors! have! been! properly! informed,! consulted,! and!
engaged.!
%
%
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Where%would%you%like%to%see%new%bicycle%lanes,%sidewalks,%or%other%infrastructure%to%make%it%
safer% for% residents,% families,% and% seniors% to% walk% and% bike?%What% are% the% top% Vision% Zero%
priorities%for%your%community?%
%
I'm!delighted!a!Capital!Bikeshare!rack!is!coming!to!Sherman!Circle.!If!the!triangle!at!Kansas!and!
Hamilton!near!Gethsemane!Baptist!ever!becomes!a!new!DC!Water`supported!park,!one!should!
go!there!too.!!
%
What%role%do%you%think%your%ANC%could%play% in%addressing%housing%affordability%challenges?%
How%can%your%neighborhood%contribute%its%fair%share%of%the%housing%our%growing%city%needs?%
%
DC!should! invest! in!ways! to!better!educate! long`term! residents!as! to! real! strategies! to!keep!
their! properties! if! they!wish,!manage! increased! taxes! (and! relief! for! fixed! income,! etc.),! and!
realize!the!true!value!of!their!asset!in!the!event!that!they!opt!to!move!on.!DC!should!also!invest!
in! truly! public! and! subsidized! housing,! which! can! still! be! achieved! in! the! context! of! mixed`
income!and!more!dense!communities!if!there!is!a!true!will!on!the!part!of!the!local!government.!
%
What% is% the% biggest% controversy% in% your% neighborhood% not% already% listed% on% this%
questionnaire,%and%what%is%your%position%on%it?%
%
ANCs! need! to! look! at! reassessment,! as! I! am! hearing! chatter! of! dramatically! inconsistent!
valuations! of! houses! that! should! otherwise! be! similarly! valued.! A! disclosure! of! assessment!
history!would!reveal!if!this!problem!is!real.!!
%
Why%do%you% think%you%are% the%best%person% to% represent%your%SMD?%What’s%your%vision% for%
your%ANC%in%2%years?%
%
I! intend!to!make!myself!available!and!responsive!to!constituents,!and!offer!a! fresh!and!hard`
working!voice!for!my!neighbors.!
%
Sometimes%community%members%advocate%for%a%position%that%is%in%their%narrow%interest,%but%
is%counter%to%broader%cityRwide%interests%and%is%highly%problematic%position%if%all%communities%
across%DC%were%to%act%that%way.%How%will%you%lead%in%such%a%situation?%Give%a%local%example%if%
possible.%
%
Advocates! of! broader! city`wide! interests! have! the! burden! of! engaging! and! obtaining! buy`in!
from! community! members! who! may! be! justifiably! inclined! to! support! their! own! narrow!
interests.!It!is!a!privilege!to!be!able!to!sacrifice!some!of!your!own!interests!for!the!greater!good,!
which!therefore!implicates!a!duty!to!broken!solutions!that!most,!if!not!all,!can!believe!and!trust!
functions!in!the!greater!good!for!all.!
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!
Name:&Jonathan(Nobil& & & ANC&and&Single&Member&District:&4D06&
!
!
%
What% will% you% do% as% commissioner% to% address% crime% and% public% safety% concerns% in% your%
community?%What% is% your% opinion%of% the%NEAR%Act,% and%how%will% you% engage%with% it% as% a%
commissioner?%
%
In!the!3+!years!that!I!have!lived!in!Petworth,!I!have!observed!significant!improvements!in!crime!
and!public! safety!overall.! That!said,! there! is! still!work! to!be!done,!and! interfacing!with!MPD,!
other!community!leaders!and!the!community!as!a!whole!to!keep!our!streets!safe!will!be!my!top!
priority.!If!people!don't!feel!safe!in!their!own!homes!and!neighborhoods,!everything!else!falls!
apart.! The!NEAR!Act!appears! to!be! sensible! legislation!and! I!will!do!my!part! to!work!with!all!
stakeholders!to!support!it!in!the!context!of!improved!public!safety.!!!!
%
What% are% your% hopes% and/or% concerns% regarding% the% developments% along% Kennedy% Street%
NW?%How%would%you%encourage%more%shops%in%the%area?%
%
I! presume! the! question! refers! to! commercial! developments?! ! Kennedy! Street! presents! great!
opportunity!as!a!vibrant!commercial!corridor!in!that!area.!I!think!it!is!critical!to!ensure!that!the!
neighborhood! and! its! residents! feel! safe,! particularly! after! dark,! and! that! will! draw! more!
interest! in! and! patrons! of! local! establishments.! Personally,! I’m! a! big! fan! of! Tony’s! Place! for!
breakfast!! I! look! forward! to! learning! more! about! the! zoning! policies! and! other! regulatory!
factors!that!affect!the!development!of!Kennedy!Street!East!of!Georgia!Avenue.!!!!!
%
What%are%your%hopes%and/or%concerns%when%it%comes%to%safely%using%and%crossing%Grant%and%
Sherman%Circles?%
%
Grant!Circle!falls!outside!of!ANC4D.!!With!respect!to!Sherman!Circle,!I!believe!it!is!important!to!
balance! the!needs! of!all! stakeholders,! and!carefully!evaluate!any!changes! to! traffic!patterns,!
bike! lanes,! pedestrian! crossing! elements,! etc.! ! !On! the! one! hand,! traffic! circles!were! initially!
conceived!as!community!gathering!places,!and!Sherman!Circle!is!indeed!a!valued!recreational!
space.!We!should!recognize!that!and!protect!it!as!a!centerpiece!of!the!neighborhood.!!On!the!
other!hand,!we!should!bear! in!mind!that!traffic!circles,!by!their!nature,! inherently!slow!down!
otherwise! potentially! dangerous! traffic.! I! will! always! keep! an! open!mind,! and! will! carefully!
evaluate!future!DDOT!traffic!studies!and!recommendations,!but!my!general!perspective!is!that!
Sherman!Circle! already! has! a! number! of! bright! safety! features,! pedestrian! signs,! and! clearly!
marked! bicycle! lanes.! At! some! point,!more! signs,! lights,! etc.! detract! from! the! greenery! and!
serenity!we!are!trying!to!preserve,!and!additional!restrictions!on!traffic!would!drive!it!to!other!
areas!of!the!neighborhood!where!reckless!drivers!could!cause!even!more!harm.!!!!!
%
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If%there%were%a%way%to%improve%bus%transit%or%bike%infrastructure%in%your%neighborhood,%but%it%
required%removing%onRstreet%parking,%how%would%you%approach%the%situation?%Give%a%specific%
example%if%possible.%
%
I!think!in!general!we!have!a!good!balance!of!on`street!parking!vs.!bus/bike!infrastructure!in!4D.!
If!the!issue!of!improving!bus/bike!infrastructure!did!come!up,!I!believe!there!are!certain!north`
south! and! east`west! routes! that! could! be! modified! without! creating! an! on`street! parking!
"crisis".!That!said,!I!believe!the!impact!of!any!proposed!change!would!have!to!be!subjected!to!
rigorous!analysis.!!!!In!general!the!majority!of!the!homes!here!do!have!(or!have!space!for)!off`
street!parking,!and!there!seems!to!be!a!sufficient!supply!of!on`street!parking!spaces.!!!
%
Where%would%you%like%to%see%new%bicycle%lanes,%sidewalks,%or%other%infrastructure%to%make%it%
safer% for% residents,% families,% and% seniors% to% walk% and% bike?%What% are% the% top% Vision% Zero%
priorities%for%your%community?%
%
I!believe!we!currently!have!very!strong!bicycle!and!pedestrian!infrastructure!in!4D,!but!would!
keep!an!open!mind!with!respect!to!any!specific!new!proposals.!
%
What%role%do%you%think%your%ANC%could%play% in%addressing%housing%affordability%challenges?%
How%can%your%neighborhood%contribute%its%fair%share%of%the%housing%our%growing%city%needs?%
%
This! is!obviously!a! significant! citywide!concern,! and! I!will!not!pretend! to!be!an!expert! on!an!
issue! that!has!been!extensively! studied!and!debated.!Our!neighborhood!has!a!deep!and! rich!
history,!and!what!I!would!say!with!regard!to!4D!specifically!is!that!I!believe!any!new!multifamily!
/!condominium!developments!should!be!carefully!scrutinized!with!respect!to!compliance!with!
the!affordability!requirements!currently!required!of!developers!(i.e.,!are!they!setting!units!aside!
for! affordable! housing?),! and! overall! impact! on! the! infrastructure! of! the! neighborhood.!My!
understanding! is! that! the! District! of! Columbia’s! Inclusionary! Zoning! (IZ)! Program! currently!
requires!8!–!10%!of!residential!floor!area!to!be!set!aside!for!affordable!rental!or!for`sale!units.!!!
Gentrification!is!not!a!black!and!white!issue,!but!it!is!an!important!discussion!in!the!context!of!
income!inequality.!The!most!prominent!visual!signifiers!of!change!—!new!residential!buildings,!
new!restaurants,!etc.!—!are!popping!up!all!over!Petworth,!and!sometimes!in!ways!that!do!not!
respect!the!long!term!history!of!Petworth,!it’s!residents,!or!the!culture!of!DC.!
%
What% is% the% biggest% controversy% in% your% neighborhood% not% already% listed% on% this%
questionnaire,%and%what%is%your%position%on%it?%
%
1.! DC!Water!–! I!would! refer! the! reader! to!my!personal!experience!with!DC!Water!here:!
https://www.petworthnews.org/blog/dc`water`high`bills;! and! here:!
https://www.petworthnews.org/blog/dcwater`bills`meters.! I! think! as! a! community,! we! need!
more! oversight! of! DC! Water! as! an! essential! public! utility! that! currently! has! no! consumer!
supervisor!right!now.!!2.! Lead!and!water!–!we!should!educate!residents!about!the!excellent!
city! programs! that! are! in! place! to! support! residents!who! are! concerned! about! citywide! lead!
pipes,!and!also!educate!about!the!rainwater!programs!that!are!also!available.!!!!!



!

Greater!Greater!Washington!ANC!Candidate!Questionnaire!–!2018!! !

%
Why%do%you% think%you%are% the%best%person% to% represent%your%SMD?%What’s%your%vision% for%
your%ANC%in%2%years?%
%
As!a!3+!year!resident!of!Petworth!and!a!lifelong!resident!of!DC,!I!have!observed!the!dramatic!
changes! our! city! has! undergone! in! the! last! 30+! years.! It's! become! a! safer,!more! connected,!
more!efficient!and!also!much!more!expensive!place!to!live.!I!think!a!community!representative!
should!ruthlessly!tackle!key!issues!like!crime!and!safety,!but!should!also!have!a!strong!respect!
for! the! history! of! the! neighborhood,! its! residents! and! the! District! of! Columbia! as! a! whole.!
Unfortunately,!too!often!these!days!we!hear!"tales!of!two!cities",!whether!that!refers!to!states!
or! cities! that!are!divided!over!politics,! race!or!economic! standing.! It!doesn't! have! to! be! that!
way.!I!have!had!the!great!pleasure!to!get!to!know!my!neighbors!who!are!from!all!walks!of!life!
over!the!last!several!years,!and!I!believe!we!can!all!come!together!to!continue!to!build!a!great!
neighborhood!that!fights!for!the!key!issues!`!eliminating!crime,!looking!out!and!advocating!for!
those!who!might!not!be!able! to!do! so! themselves! `!while! still! retaining!a!great! sense!of! the!
culture!and!history!that!has!always!made!DC!such!a!special!place.!
%
Sometimes%community%members%advocate%for%a%position%that%is%in%their%narrow%interest,%but%
is%counter%to%broader%cityRwide%interests%and%is%highly%problematic%position%if%all%communities%
across%DC%were%to%act%that%way.%How%will%you%lead%in%such%a%situation?%Give%a%local%example%if%
possible.%
%
I! have! observed! situations,! not! necessarily! locally! but! via! email! listservs,! where! certain!
residents! of! a! particular! block! fought! for! and! won! a! conversion! of! their! street! to! one`way!
traffic,!or!installed!a!new!stop!sign,!or!something!that!was!directly!related!to!their!own!narrow!
interests.! ! !The!reality! is,!we!all!share!this!neighborhood!and!our!city.!Would! I! feel!safer!and!
more!comfortable!walking!my!dog!across!Sherman!Circle!if!I!had!a!button!I!could!push!that!set!
off! flashing! lights! and! send! up! roadblocks?! Sure,! I! guess.! But! it's! not! just! about! ourselves.!
Changing! a! street! to! one`way! might! seem! nice! for! the! residents! of! that! block! who! are!
concerned! by! speeding! traffic,! but! it! pushes! that! speeding! traffic! to! other! areas! of! the!
neighborhood,!and,!I!would!suggest,!allows!those!now!driving!on!that!one`way!to!speed!even!
more.!When!you!meet!a!car!on!a!two`way!street!in!Petworth,!you!try!to!pull!aside!to!give!the!
other!car!room!to!get!through.!When!a!pedestrian!wants!to!cross!a!crosswalk,!sometimes!the!
cars! stop!and!give! right!of!way,!and!sometimes!they!are! speeding!and! they!don’t.! That’s! the!
reality!of!daily!life.!!!My!approach!would!be!to!advise!such!community!members!that!we!all!live!
here,!we!all! share! this! space,!and! that!narrow!positions! that!might! seem! important! to! them!
probably!have!unintended!consequences!that!meaningfully!impact!their!neighbors.!! !The!best!
outcomes!for!each!individual!community!usually!involve!a!cohesive!and!diverse!effort,!so!that!
above!all!else,!we!respect!each!other!in!times!of!disagreement,!and!work!with!one!another!as!
peers!to!achieve!the!best!ultimate!results!for!Petworth!residents.!
!


